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Preface

The relationship of and communication between science, public, and media is facing 
new challenges against the background of advancing digitisation. Already in 2014 the 
academies published some recommendations on these interactions in 2014. These 
recommendations were strongly received, and partially implemented. Back then, the 
focus of analysis was on transformations in classical media. Digital media, and espe-
cially Social Media, themselves also responsible for the dynamic development of the 
media landscape, require separate consideration, thus the result of the working group. 
The present publication ties in directly with the 2014 paper, analyses some possible 
effects of digitisation on different forms of science communication in a democratic 
society, and generates recommendations, with a primary focus on external science 
communication.

Observing the effects of Social Media on science communication lead the working 
group to an area of observation, which turned out to be even more dynamic than ex-
pected. Virtually every week new developments made seemingly consolidated obser-
vations obsolete. Already during the project duration, the immediate effect of Social 
Media on political decision-making processes became apparent, even though it cannot 
be determined in detail. Already the intensified discussion on “fake news” and hate 
speech in late 2016, and the resulting increased political pressure to, for example, use 
media laws to regulate, caught up with considerations in the present text, which still 
seemed daring in early 2016.

This extraordinarily dynamic development in the fields of digitisation, internet, and 
Social Media gives the present analysis and the following recommendations high topi-
cality. However, the necessity of dealing with this topic in continuous observation and 
systematic analysis has to be recognised.

This position paper was authored by a working group consisting of scientists, journal-
ists, and science communicators of research institutions. It underscores the urgency 
for further research and gives impulses to take action in the field of activities de-
scribed, thus contributing to prevent undesirable developments.

Prof. Dr. Jörg Hacker
President

German National Academy
of Sciences Leopoldina

Prof. Dr. Dr. Hanns Hatt
President

Union of the German Academies 
of Science and Humanities

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dieter Spath
President

acatech – National Academy
of Science and Engineering
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6 Summary

The internet and so-called Social Me-
dia revolutionised public, private, and 
political communication, as well as sci-
ence communication. Formerly existing 
boundaries between the actors and insti-
tutions participating in science communi-
cation are becoming porous, and the rules 
and standards valid in each single field 
become blurred. This is especially true 
for scientists and their institutions, whose 
work, besides its publication in special-
ised journals and occasional journalistic 
coverage, is often made accessible to the 
wider public on the internet even before 
its verification by other scientists.

While the broader public’s percep-
tion of science is still strongly determined 
by journalistic mass media, they mostly 
have lost their role as gatekeeper; besides 
Social Media they are just one (howev-
er important) part of mediated publics. 
The use of digital distribution has made 
it much easier for research institutions or 
individual scientists to communicate di-
rectly, or via their public relations office, 
with the broader public. This opens up 
new questions, for example on the stand-
ards of an honest and appropriate self-me-
diated (in contrast to other-mediated or 
externally observing) science communi-
cation; but also much more fundamental 
questions, for example on the demand for 
specific forms of regulation using media 
laws to preserve a science communication 
oriented towards diversity, relevance, and 
truth and accordingly evidence, including 
a science journalism both critiquing and 
controlling.1

1 Cf. Blattmann et al. 2014.

1. Summary

These expanded options for com-
munication take increased dialogical and 
participatory demands into account. Ne-
gotiation and involvement have increas-
ingly joined information on the scientific 
agenda (and for classical mass media as 
well), sometimes even associated with 
expectations of an increased democrati-
sation of science. This interest in science 
and its potentially increased visibility is 
contrasted with a previously unknown 
wealth of available scientific (and non-sci-
entific) information, which often makes 
distinguishing reputable from disreputa-
ble arguments quite hard for the user. At 
the same time, science communication is 
now part of an even more direct compe-
tition – for the attention of the audience, 
for the selection by computer algorithms 
of private intermediaries, but also for 
credibility in comparison with messages 
that are often easier to communicate or 
even with targeted misinformation (for 
example “pseudoscience”). These media 
technologies, new and already established 
intermediaries (cf. box on page 12) like 
Facebook and Google and the simultane-
ous dissolution of many journalistic mod-
els of monetisation transform the relation 
between science, public, and media. New 
media practices and forms of communica-
tion open up opportunities, but also rep-
resent risks for society.

As the common good cannot be 
negotiated by the procedures of direct de-
mocracy alone, but is established in legal 
and political institutions of the polity, and 
especially in the law itself, the sphere of 
public communication can also not be left 
to the free play of (market) forces. Instead 
it has to be structured in light of and for 
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the protection of freedom of speech and 
information grounded in the constitution. 
With regard to the central importance of 
science for individual and collective deci-
sion-making processes in a democratic so-
ciety, the interaction of participation and 
regulation in science communication has 
to be redefined.

As virtually always happens with 
the introduction of new technologies, the 
digital medialisation of science is greeted 
by euphoria by some and horror scenar-
ios by others. The working group set up 
by the academies made justified obser-
vations, above and beyond techno-uto-
pian or -dystopian exaggerations, which 
should enable a more realistic assessment 
of risks and opportunities. The resulting 
recommendations highlight possibilities 
for regulation, for neutralising threats 
to the constructive interaction between 
science, public, and media, but also 
measures to strengthen this interaction. 
Notwithstanding the state of research 
severely lagging behind real-world devel-
opments, providing science and politics 
with analysis and information regarding 
the increasing importance of Social Me-
dia turns out to be an important goal at 
the moment. Preserving independent 
journalism, strengthening media com-
petences and evaluation of sources in the 
population, as well as research and (self-
) observation of science communication 
in the age of digital media are irrefutable 
political desiderata. Taken together, they 
form the requirements for permanently 
safeguarding democratic decision-mak-
ing processes based on reliable informa-
tion.

On the basis of these considera-
tions, the working group of the academies 
derives the following recommendations 
for action, which are presented here in 
brief (their expanded versions with expla-
nations can be found in chapter 4):

Recommendations for Politics

Recommendation 1: Apply media laws to 
regulate platforms and search engines
The profound structural transformation in 
public communication should be accom-
panied by political measures. Platforms 
for Social Media need to be included in 
regulation, due to their relevance for the 
democratic public sphere (power of opin-
ion). Structural diversity and user access 
to information, media, communication, 
and knowledge markets need to be se-
cured, and market-dominating positions, 
for example of a single search engine, need 
to be countered. Social Media platform 
and search engine providers have to be 
increasingly regulated from the perspec-
tive of journalism and media law, instead 
of primarily with respect to economic and 
anti-trust regulations, as is generally the 
case until now. The observations and dis-
cussions of the media authorities of the 
Federal States might be starting points 
to be pursued further. The legislature has 
to safeguard the uncensored access to 
socially relevant sources of information 
and knowledge for all citizens. For this, 
regulatory requirements for providers of 
platforms or search engines (for example 
with respect to filter algorithms) may be 
necessary.

Recommendation 2: Safeguard the 
independent supply of information on 
the internet
In order to make the supply of information 
on the internet less dependent on the in-
fluence of individual providers like Goog-
le, Facebook, Twitter etc. and respond to 
the problem of filter bubbles (see page 
24), the legislature and politicians work-
ing on media, education, and science pol-
icy on the state and federal level have to 
develop long-term measures in collabora-
tion with relevant actors. Specifically, they 
should examine the legal, structural, and 
content-related possibilities of develop-
ing a journalistically independent nation-
wide platform for information and science 
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communication with content intelligible 
to the broader public. The responsible 
editorial staff has to work independently 
of government and science organisations 
under an editorial and advisory board. 
The legislature should call for an expert 
commission, consisting of representatives 
of public broadcasters, publishing hous-
es, journalists associations, Social Media 
experts and representatives of science 
PR (for example idw), the Science Media 
Center, and of educational institutions, in 
order to examine to actual feasibility and, 
if necessary, the planning and formation 
of such a platform. This expert commis-
sion has to deal with legal questions (for 
example the aggregation of third-party 
content), possible economic effects on 
the business of model of private-sector 
science journalism, as well as the specific 
technological elements of such a platform, 
in depth.

Recommendation 3: Strengthen the 
education and information mandates of 
public broadcasting
Public broadcasting remains indispen-
sable for the elementary provision of in-
formation and knowledge for society. It 
needs to be enabled to increasingly pro-
vide targeted services within the field of 
science communication and online as 
well. In the light of their special respon-
sibility and guaranteed funding, public 
broadcasters should specifically expand 
their journalistic services on the topics of 
science, technology, and medicine as part 
of current affairs. We recommend strong-
er connections of main programming with 
cross-media services. The education and 
information mandates are to be strength-
ened in relation to the entertainment 
mandate.

Recommendation 4: Support science 
journalism following the model of re-
search funding
Further possibilities for funding and sup-
porting independent journalism, espe-
cially by foundations and the government, 

should be examined in the light of an al-
ready precarious funding situation (for 
example for independent journalists). 
Funding decisions could follow models 
of research funding (funding of quality 
journalism on the basis of expert/jury 
decisions with significant involvement 
of journalists, similar to film and schol-
arship funding). As government activities 
in the media and communication sector 
are problematic with respect to demo-
cratic theory, a model of (co-)funding 
government-independent foundations, 
which then initiate funding measures, is 
worth discussing. Here as well the fund-
ing principles of science may be used as 
a model.

Recommendations for the scientific 
community

Recommendation 5: Avoid false incen-
tives in science communication
Scientific organisations and funding insti-
tutions are called upon to carefully con-
sider unintended side effects and possible 
dysfunctions when providing incentives 
for communication of research results 
(for example using measures of attention 
or reach) and for communicating with 
the public (for example rewarding “out-
reach”).

Recommendation 6: Evaluate costs and 
benefits of institutional science commu-
nication formats
Specific training courses should make 
it easier for interested scientists to find 
their way into classical media and use 
of Social Media. An obligation for such 
communication, however it is devised, 
should be avoided. Furthermore, to coun-
ter the spread of media logic to the core 
tasks of research and teaching – for ex-
ample by misallocation of resources (staff, 
material, equipment) – further internal 
mechanisms like strategic planning and 
cost-benefit analysis need to be estab-
lished.
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academies) – as part of a technological 
impact assessment identifying the influ-
ence of digital media on the communica-
tion and opinion-forming processes in a 
democratic society dependent on reliable 
scientific knowledge.

Recommendation 10: Strenghten public 
communication and demarcate roles
Scientists are encouraged to introduce 
their expert knowledge into public dis-
courses and political debates, and, if nec-
essary, take the initiative. Here, Social 
Media opens up opportunities beyond 
traditional media. However, the principles 
of “integrity in communication” (see 2014 
recommendations) have to be observed, 
and responsible use has to be made of time 
and financial resources available beyond 
research and teaching. Furthermore, in 
order to avoid endangering the credibility 
of science itself, the role in which scientists 
and especially scientific officials take part 
in debates (for example as expert, teacher, 
private person, representative of a research 
institution) has to be clear at all times.

Recommendations for educational 
organisations and research policy

Recommendation 11: Improve media 
competence and evaluation of sources 
in schools and other educational organ-
isations
In light of vanishing possibilities of match-
ing information in digital media with their 
underlying sources and thus assessing its 
credibility, we recommend massive meas-
ures for acquiring and improving digital 
media competences and evaluation of 
sources in schools and universities, but 
also in vocational education, trainings, and 
further education. In this, evaluation ma-
trices for information and intermediaries 
need to be conveyed, and an understand-
ing of the working and selection criteria of 
digital media needs to be created. Aspects 
of data and privacy protection also need 
consideration.

Recommendation 7: Separate fact-
based science communication and 
science marketing
The possibility of direct communication 
with the final user, without prior assess-
ment by (ideally) independent journalists 
and editorial staff, brings further respon-
sibilities for self-mediated science com-
munication. Press and public relations 
work of scientific organisations have to be 
clearly identifiable as institutional com-
munication. Scientists have to be more 
transparent with regard to their commu-
nicative roles (see recommendation 10). 
Standards of scientific integrity and quali-
ty control have to be strictly followed, also 
in external communication. Departments 
dealing in (fact-based) science communi-
cation have to be clearly separated from 
marketing departments (primarily deal-
ing in “reputation communication”) – 
comparable to the structural separation of 
editorial staff and advertising department 
in journalistic publishing houses.

Recommendation 8: Develop a code of 
conduct for the web and Social Media
We recommend the development of pro-
posals for a quality-oriented code of con-
duct for information on the internet and 
especially on Social Media in a working 
group with different actors. Its develop-
ment should span different institutions and 
associations, with involvement of the So-
cial Media community and its rules (“Neti-
quette 2.0”), as well as the professional and 
quality standards of journalism (for exam-
ple good scientific practice, press code). 
This aims at covering gaps in government 
regulations. Possibilities for verifying the 
authenticity of contributions (for example 
identifying contributions by so-called so-
cial bots) should be further expedited.

Recommendation 9: Promote technologi-
cal impact assessment of digital media
In light of a rapidly transforming science 
communication, its observation should 
be permanently institutionally embedded 
within the sciences (for example at the 
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Recommendation 12: Further research 
on the effects of digital media and es-
tablishing of responsive funding lines
The working group postulates consider-
able demand for further research on the 
workings and effects of digital media on 
science communication and provides a 
catalogue of relevant topics (cf. page 51). 
With regard to research funding, the es-
tablishment of funding lines with fund-
ing duration, funding scope, and speed 
of funding decision, enabling research to 
keep pace with the extreme dynamism in 
the field of public communication, is rec-
ommended.
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2.1 Recent Upheavals in the Media 
Landscape

The first decade of the new millennium 
also displays a new quality of the social 
impact of digitisation. With the establish-
ment of Social Media (cf. box) like Face-
book (founded 2004) and Twitter (2006), 
the conditions of social and political com-
munication have been fundamentally 
transformed. By now, the diversity of So-
cial Media formats on offer is hardly man-
ageable (see Figure 1).

The traditional, mainly unidirec-
tional mass communication, continues, 
but is faced with strong competition by 
digitally enabled multidirectional com-
munication. The previously existing inter-
mediaries (see box) of mass media, that 
is editorial staff, have lost their dominant 
position to technologically generated plat-
forms, which potentially enable the direct 
communication between all members of 
society.

2. Introduction

When new technologies are in-
troduced, the initial public reactions are 
virtually always undifferentiated, either 
positive or negative. Here, conflicts of 
norms and rules should be expected. The 
internet and the Social Media platforms 
built on top of it revolutionised commu-
nication media and will, in hindsight, 
probably be evaluated as being even more 
radical than the introduction of radio and 
television – their invention has already 
been compared to that of movable type.2 
What most differentiates the internet 
from all previous mass media, is first the 
direction of communication, which no 
longer primarily moves into one direc-
tion, emanating from a central sender, 
and secondly, the low utility costs, which 
make it available for everyone. Communi-
cation is thus “blurring the boundaries”, 
with respect to both participation and 
reach, giving rise to social developments 
which are still not fully understood. The 
reactions to the gradual transition from 
mass media to digital media – on the one 

2 Cf. Baecker 2007 with regard to the computer.

Social Media

“Web 2.0” refers to the use of internet formats specifically enabling participation and interac-
tion. The collective term “Social Media” for such formats has been established in practice as 
well as in scientific discourse. Social Media include individual formats like blogs and podcasts, 
usually operated by a person or an organisation, as well as collective formats like social net-
work sites (SNS, for example Facebook), microblogging services (for example Twitter), video 
and photography platforms (for example YouTube, Instagram) and wikis (for example Wikipe-
dia), where a great number of networked users collaborate within a single service.

Further sources: Neuberger 2014; Brossard 2013; Schmidt 2013; Leßmöllmann 2012; Ebers-
bach et al. 2016 
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prehensive democratisation of society, 
among other. Social Media in particular 
was to bring forth a closer and more per-
sonal relationship between politics (but 
also science) and the population. The lat-
ter was thereby enabled to more quickly 
and precisely acquire information on spe-
cific topics. This type of transparency, so 
the promise, was to enable more rapid un-
covering of errors in politics and science, 
and, at the same time, increasing their 
credibility.4

4 With regard to science, blogs like “RetractionWatch” or 
“Pubpeer” are of note.

hand a form of scaremongering critical of 
contemporary culture, on the other hand 
hyperbolic enthusiasm – are similar to 
reactions to new systems of media in the 
past. In light of the unsettled state of re-
search, our current situation does not en-
able us to decide which assessments will 
eventually be justified.3

Especially the possibility of a direct 
dialogue initially led to an ecstatic recep-
tion of Social Media, promising a com-

3 Regarding the concept of curation, also consider the 
discussion at the project blog: Schmidt 2016.

Intermediaries, Gatekeeping and Curation

The term intermediaries means at first and generally the classic mediating services of mass me-
dia journalists and editorial staff. Intermediaries also function as gatekeepers for broader pub-
lics, by selecting, evaluating, connecting, and comprehensibly presenting information before 
publishing, according to specific criteria (for example its news value). While individual actors 
could previously reach broader publics only by means of these intermediaries, the increasing in-
ternet use and spread of Social Media has fundamentally transformed this situation. Here, new 
intermediaries develop; the Social Media platforms and their providers (for example, Facebook, 
YouTube, Google, Twitter, or more science-oriented portals like ResearchGate or Slideshare). 
They are a combination of software systems, provider interests, and user practices, and algo-
rithmically bundle filtered information to continuously updated “streams” or “feeds”. They are 
further oriented towards their users by providing personalised information services. Beyond 
that, they facilitate the increasing blending of conversation and publishing. 

However, the role and workings of these platforms as mediating instances is still insufficiently 
transparent and research is lacking. They potentially enable everyone to publish information 
without the classical editorial filter mechanism of gatekeeping coming into effect. The selection, 
compilation, recommendation, and other interferences of these platforms are often called cura-
tion (in contrast to gatekeeping).3 In curation, published content of all kinds is rearranged, com-
mented, and evaluated according to specific criteria by human beings (curators), but often also 
by programmes (algorithmic curation). The timelines of social network platforms like Twitter, 
Facebook, or ResearchGate, but also the homepages of blog portals, YouTube, or other internet 
platforms, providing a continuously updated overview of selected content, are examples. There 
are also journalistically-oriented platforms (for example Blendle, Scope (formerly Niuws), Piqd, 
etc.), who are specialised in the curation of content produced by others. In this context, the 
question of whether and how curation could or should be a new task for journalists is discussed 
as well. While new intermediaries generate no scientific knowledge themselves, they signifi-
cantly contribute to users finding and spreading it (see chapter 3.3).

Further Sources: Davis 2015; Fotopoulou/Couldry 2014; Gennis/Gundlach 2014; Jarren 2008; 
Hollmer 2015; Lobigs 2016; Michal 2015; Schmidt 2017
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like for example ResearchGate, Academia.
edu, or Mendeley, as well as general ones 
like blogs, Twitter, Facebook etc.) take on 
different functions for scientists and are 
frequented quite differently.7 Such differ-
ences can also be found between different 
disciplines and with regard to different 
topics. Core function of such platforms 
specifically established for scientists are, 
besides the increased attention within 
the scientific community (translated into 
numerical indicators), the establishing of 
contacts, the exchange of data and litera-
ture, and discussion of research projects 
and results. Thus, these platforms enable 
an extension and acceleration of previous-
ly occurring customary communication.

External science communication 
faces a slightly different situation. On 
the one hand, Social Media promises to 
inform the public about new scientific 
developments directly, nearly immedi-
ately and unfiltered, allowing for direct 
feedback, questions, and critique of sci-
ence by the public. Using this media, in-
dividual scientists, as well as scientific 
institutions, can conceivably reach pub-
lics8 which were previously inaccessible to 
conventional science communication (for 
example through exhibitions, or scientific 
museums). Individual persons or groups 
can articulate their reactions to and ex-
pectations of science, and even contribute 
to science in a way never before possible 
– at least not with a comparable potential 
reach. This is sometimes understood to 
constitute a democratisation of science, 
or at least a potential establishment of 
dialogue between science and the public. 
On the other hand, Social Media, with a 
speed and scope previously unheard of, 
allows for the dissemination of trivial or 
false information and the mobilisation of 
hate campaigns to discredit specific opin-

7 Cf. van Noorden 2014; Pscheida et al. 2014.
8 Regarding the definition of different public spheres in 

the context of Social Media, also see the expert opinion 
of Jan-Hinrik-Schmidt for the working group: Schmidt 
2017, 21 ff.

By now the euphoria with respect 
to Social Media has given way to a certain 
disillusionment, which arrived with the 
experience of dysfunctional forms of com-
munication (hate speech, misinformation, 
formation of closed networks etc.).5 

This is supplemented by another 
ambivalent aspect: While the model of 
representative democracy in conjunction 
with the role of a journalistic media, be-
ing as independent as possible (and func-
tioning as a “fourth estate”), has until now 
guaranteed unchallenged political stabili-
ty in the industrialised nations of the west, 
digitisation and the accompanying spread 
of Social Media has led to fierce compe-
tition for attention between different 
media, especially between classic journal-
istic media and Social Media. Further-
more, Social Media allows for exchanges 
between individuals, groups, and larger 
communities. The style of notification, in-
formation and communication connected 
to them becomes a topic for society, as it 
also promotes demands for more direct 
democracy and participation. However, 
the populism increasingly common to the 
US and Europe and the observable loss of 
trust in political and intellectual elites are, 
though empirical evidence is still lacking, 
at least partially ascribed to Social Media 
making it easier to dismount politicians, 
journalists, and experts. The first voices 
are already warning of the danger of devel-
opments for direct democracy reversing, 
and moving into the opposite direction.6

This ambivalent assessment of So-
cial Media is also valid for their function 
for science communication (see box on 
page 20 f.). For inner-scientific communi-
cation, the use of Social Media is already 
quite differentiated. Different platforms 
(those especially established for scientists 

5 Representative for this shift of opinion in the commu-
nity itself, cf. the comment of the previously vehement 
proponent of Social Media, Sascha Lobo: Lobo 2016; cf. 
Also Brossard/Scheufele 2013b.

6 Cf Sullivan 2016; Thiel 2016; Helbing et al. 2016, 
50–58.
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tion thus be improved – it remains open 
how such corrections are disseminated 
and noticed in comparison to the original 
misinformation.11

Social Media thus deserves special 
attention for its specific potency in gen-
eral communication in a society. This 
applies even more to their effects on sci-
ence communication, due to its special 
function as interface between science 
and the public for disseminating reliable 
knowledge and as a forum for its critical 
reflection.

For this reason, the first working 
group of the academies on communica-
tion between science, public, and media 
decided a separate look at the wide the-

11 Cf. for example Lewandowsky 2012; Wormer 2017a [i. E.].

ions or unwelcome positions in political 
controversies. 9 Forms of “pseudoscience” 
hardly recognisable as such by laypersons, 
which previously were often screened out 
by gatekeepers in journalistic quality me-
dia, has initially the same general reach as 
any reputable scientific information. The 
World Economic Forum already added 
misinformation through Social Media to 
their list of the most important threats to 
human society.10 While misinformation 
can be curated or corrected by a knowl-
edgeable community afterwards, and the 
quality of already disseminated informa-

9 Here also the statement of a blogger regarding the 
(possible) development of science blogs: Stirn 2010.

 Beyond science the investigations of the public prosecu-
tor’s office in Munich against Facebook due to suspicion 
regarding “Beihilfe zur Volksverhetzung” [aiding and 
abetting sedition] should be noted (for example Fleis-
chhauer 2016).

10 Cf. World Economic Forum 2013; Del Vicario et al. 
2015.

Figure 1: Diversity and Structure of Social Media (without respect to relative importance), (source: ethority 2016).
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rent science programme in television, 
which was met with fierce reactions in 
some parts.15

Furthermore, quality journalism 
itself has come under pressure. The loud-
ly proclaimed accusations of the “lying 
press” in the context of the Pegida pro-
tests, but also statements from active 
journalists make closer research into 
public support of and thus credibility of 
the media in the population ever more 
urgent.16 It may well be assumed that 
criticism has simply become louder and 
more vehement in the age of the internet. 
Sometimes journalism is alleged to have 
a credibility problem by critics aiming to 
damage it. The long-term studies eval-
uated were unable to verify such a loss 
in credibility up to 2016.17 Other studies 
present conflicting results, are only par-
tially independent, or, being single sur-
veys, are unable to show trends.18 There 
is further evidence for clear differences 
in credibility among different services. 
An Emnid survey commissioned by Bay-
erischer Rundfunk showed rather high 
measures for credibility, for example 75 
percent for public broadcasting and 73 
percent for daily newspapers.19 At the 
same time, journalists, in private conver-
sations, repeatedly voiced their impres-
sion of a dramatic increase in accusations 
in the course of 2016, which published 
surveys may not have been able to detect 

15 Cf. for example www.keine-nische.de; regarding circu-
lation numbers of daily newspapers and special interest 
magazines in the field of science journalism, see tables 
on page 58.

16 Cf. Medium Magazin 11/2015.
17 Cf. Reinemann/Fawzi 2016; Reinemann 2016 and Jack-

ob et al. 2017 (cf. also Spiewak 2017 in DIE ZEIT).
18 According to a survey by Infratest, Germans themselves 

have a rather positive opinion of German media, but 
at the same time many recognise a generally decreased 
trust in media (infratest dimap 2016; cf. Regarding 
newer trends also Meedia Redaktion 2016). The Allens-
bach Berufsprestige-Skala (Institut für Demoskopie 
Allensbach)2013 also show journalism and politics los-
ing reputation for some time now. There are increasing 
signs of decreasing trust in science (and other experts) 
as well.

19 Cf. Haas 2016. Beyond the changing framework, press 
and journalism are partially responsible for their cred-
ibility losses and have to face new developments with 
more self-criticism; cf. Jarren 2016.

matic complex of Social Media (see Fig-
ure 1) was needed.12 At the same time, 
the present paper directly ties in with the 
recommendations on “designing com-
munication between science, public, and 
the media” published in June 2014. The 
developments of science, journalism, and 
society illustrated therein remain largely 
valid as a framework for the specific as-
sessment of Social Media, brought up to 
date in important respects. In the spirit of 
sustainability, taking stock of the recom-
mendations made at the time should thus 
be a first step.

2.2 The 2014 Academy Recommen-
dations and Subsequent Events

With regard to the recommendations 
made in 2014 (see box for short version), 
some have been implemented by the ad-
dressed actors by now, others have at 
least partially influenced existing pro-
cesses – with causality being evident 
in some cases, while in other cases de-
velopments may have happened inde-
pendently from these recommendations. 
However, in the meantime, many of the 
problems demonstrated in 2014 have 
further intensified, which makes the ur-
gent need for action even more acute for 
a number of recommendations.13 This is 
true, for example, for the funding crisis 
in (science) journalism and quality jour-
nalism in general. A number of science 
departments in print and online journal-
ism have been consolidated with other 
editorial entities, or even wound up. And 
especially public broadcasting, which the 
recommendations14 explicitly called upon 
to expand its commitment to the fields of 
information and science, in the summer 
of 2015 announced to retire its only cur-

12 Cf. acatech et al. 2014.
13 On the implementation of particular recommendations 

of 2014 until now, see page 53 ff.
14 Among others recommendation 13 (2014): „The public 

broadcasters are urged to significantly strengthen their 
information mandate vis-a-vis their entertainment 
mandate in their editorial content once more.”
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yet. A generalised inquiry into the cred-
ibility of “the” media or journalism “as 
such” is methodologically questionable 
anyway. The answers seem to vary wild-
ly – based on how the question is asked.

However, the problem of media 
credibility (as of the credibility of social 
institutions and experts in general) has 

greater depth than is assumed by the sur-
veys mentioned.20 Beyond the question, 
why and with regard to which functions 
credibility of (and trust in) the media 
is important, the question of whether a 
generalised maximum demand or, re-
spectively, an idealised picture of media 
credibility can be determined: Interna-
tional comparative studies show credi-

20 Cf. Kohring 2004; Blöbaum 2016.

From the position paper 
On Designing Communication between the Scientific Community, 
the Public and the Media (June 2014) (acatech et al. (Eds.) 2014) 

Recommendations of the working group of the academies
“Science and journalism are among the essential pillars of a democratic society. Despite their 
necessary independence from one another and their often divergent purposes, each also ful-
fils a similar function in supplying policy-makers and society with a diverse array of informa-
tion that is as reliable as possible, reinforcing the education and knowledge of the population 
and stimulating democratic discourse. They should also provide a basis for reasoned political, 
economic and technological decisions. The academies responsible for this position paper are 
therefore concerned about some of the current developments in the scientific community 
and the media, and consider it urgently necessary that scientists and journalists themselves, 
as well as political decision-makers and society, take a more active role in ensuring the future 
quality of generally accessible information, including scientific knowledge and its representa-
tion in the media. In order to counter these undesirable developments and to improve com-
munication among the scientific community, the public and the media in a democratic society, 
the academies have the following recommendations:”

Recommendations for the scientific community
1. The central committees and administrative levels of all scientific facilities should review 

their communication strategies with respect to compliance with scientific quality stand-
ards and scientific integrity. They should develop ethical principles and quality criteria in 
collaboration with journalists that will address how to communicate the results of their 
research to the general public and the mass media.

2. We recommend that science organisations introduce an overarching quality label to indi-
cate trustworthy science communication so as to single out communication to the press 
that meets the listed criteria.

3. The principle of research integrity and self-criticism by individual scientists should obtain 
validity and be reinforced in communication with the public and the media. For example, 
the media’s deliberate exaggeration of research results that are not backed up by data 
or evidence (hype) should be considered a violation of good scientific practice and sanc-
tioned accordingly.

4. Universities and research facilities must focus on their internal performance metrics so 
that they do not prompt or reward conduct that violates the principles of truthful commu-
nication. 
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Recommendations for policy-makers and social agents
5. Policy-makers are encouraged to create incentives for university administrators and for 

the administrators of other research institutions in order to promote integrity in commu-
nication (see Recommendations 1. to 4.).

6. The German government and political parties should pay more attention on the whole 
to ensuring high-quality, independent journalism at both the regional and national lev-
els, and should promote research into the future and funding of high-quality journalism. 
Representatives from the media must also be included when formulating preferences for 
future research into this set of issues.

7. We challenge foundations in Germany to look into increasing their future commitment to 
the sustainable promotion of high-quality journalism.

8. In schools and teacher training, the rules and mechanics of the process of scientific discov-
ery must be conveyed more strongly.

Recommendations for the media
9. Publishers, broadcasters, publishing associations, educational facilities and (science) jour-

nalists’ professional associations are strongly urged to provide funding support to pro-
mote the development of quality criteria for reporting on topics in science. In particular, 
there must be more reinforcement of systematic and continuous training for journalists 
that will ensure again journalistic quality in all media. It must be apparent to outsiders as 
well and be required of public-service broadcasters in particular.

10. We recommend that a Science Press Council be established in the mould of the German 
Press Council (Deutscher Presserat) to assess complaints about unfair and negligent re-
porting, develop appropriate codes of conduct and censure glaring mistakes.

11. We advocate the establishment of a Science Media Centre in Germany that would support 
scientific reporting and is currently under debate, on the condition that institutionally 
such a facility is permanently located with journalism.

12. The mass media, publishing associations and comparable institutions are encouraged to 
develop common strategies on communicating the role and significance of independent 
journalism in a democracy. In particular, new funding models should be developed for 
independent and high-quality knowledge-based journalism that also include new media.

13. Public-service broadcasters are strongly urged to use their editorial content to markedly 
reinforce their mandate to in-form rather than entertain.

bility and trust in media to be highest in 
countries with restricted press freedoms 
and a population with a low educational 
level (for example in China and Indone-
sia), while they are the lowest in western 
democracies with a comparatively high 
degree of freedom of the press and larg-
er educational resources (for example 
Sweden, Germany, or the US) already 
for a long time. Healthy scepticism of 
the population and a certain distance to 
governmental and political institutions 
and towards journalism as an institution 
could be seen as hallmarks of a plural-

ist society and a working democracy.21 
However, the measure of how much 
scepticism is “healthy” remains an open 
question.

The debate on the credibility of 
the media, institutions, and experts is 
especially pertinent to science commu-
nication. Science is the social institution 
most dependent on the expectation that 
the knowledge it produces is valid and 
dependable. This is a major difference 

21 Cf. Müller 2013; Meier 2013.
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with politics, where statements have to 
follow political expediency, or with busi-
ness, where statements have to be con-
vincing in the service of profit. By now, 
science itself is subjected to a credibility 
problem.22

The following sections will thus al-
ways look at the general developments in 
media (especially in Social Media) and the 
public spheres they constitute, in order to 
then map out the specific characteristics 
of science communication.

22 Cf. acatech et al. 2014; Wissenschaft im Dialog/TNS 
Emnid (2016). Here, we face the same methodological 
problem as in other studies on credibility, namely the 
response being highly dependent on how the question is 
phrased.
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In this chapter, initially the general inter-
play of science communication and the 
public in democratic societies is discussed. 
It outlines different forms and functions of 
science communication and gives a rough 
idea of a newly developing digital public 
sphere, with risks as well as opportuni-
ties, challenging classical intermediaries 
by new forms of communications, new 
actors, and new companies. Subsequent-
ly, the interplay of Social Media and sci-
ence communication, the role of science 
communication in the context of a digital 
public sphere and possible feedback on the 
sciences themselves are investigated.

3.1 Science Communication
 and Society

Science communication (see box for a defi-
nition page 20 f.) in all its appearances is 
an element of modern societies. It, espe-
cially in the form of journalism, is gener-
ally accepted to be one of the prerequisites 
of democracy (see the 2014 recommenda-
tions, page 6 and page 8 ff.) This funda-
mental importance arises from the role of 
science as an ideally neutral observer and 
to ensure the appropriateness of complex 
political decisions requiring evidence. At 
the same time, the competent participation 
of the public through reflected consent or 
reflected objections has to be guaranteed 
by appropriate access to information on 
and the possibilities of corresponding par-
ticipation in science. The latter is the func-
tion of science communication.

The continuously increasing sig-
nificance of science communication over 
the past two decades is a sign for the more 

difficult conditions to maintain legitimacy 
that apply to science, but also to politics in 
general.23 For a long time, the principle of 
representation was understood as a mid-
dle ground between legitimacy through 
election on the one hand, and the possibil-
ity of appropriate decisions through prov-
en expert knowledge on the other hand. 
Science communication thus played a key 
role in the formation of political will and 
decision-making processes of represent-
ative democracy, resting on the principle 
of making complex political decisions not 
through short-term, sometimes emotion-
al plebiscites, but detailed parliamenta-
ry deliberations. These decision-making 
processes allow for mobilisation and inte-
gration of the relevant and available scien-
tific evidence, which can then become part 
of the search for the political compromise 
between interests. To support the legiti-
macy of decisions made in this way, apart 
from the professionalism of represent-
atives and their advisers, a widespread 
understanding of how science achieves its 
results and which uncertainties and risks 
are associated with its methods and re-
sults is required by the public.

23 On the history of science communication cf. for example 
Schäfer 2015.

3. Analysis
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Definition and taxonomy of science communication

In a broader sense, science communication encompasses all forms of communication by and 
about the sciences, within science (professional audience) as well as in the science-external 
public sphere (general audience).

For a long time, internal science communication has been characterised by scientific actors 
and institutions keeping to themselves. The results of the research process (ideally after re-
view procedures) are presented and discussed by the professional audience – for example in 
scientific journals or on congresses. In this, scientists are authors, publishers, reviewers, as 
well as recipients and participants in the discourse. An essential function of the professional 
audience as part of the system of science is publication and collective examination of scientific 
results.

External science communication traditionally describes the (multi-directional) exchange be-
tween the sciences and a broad audience from other subsystems (among them politics, busi-
ness, authorities, NGOs, and media). The actors communicating about or from science are 
not just scientists (“Communication of Science”) but also specialists and non-specialists from 
the other subsystems.24 Scientists and scientific institutions are supported in their external 
science communication (increasingly so since the middle of the 1990s) by internal public re-
lations departments.

Science communication is often further systematised with regard to the function or target 
of the communication in question. This includes communication by individuals (for example 
scientists, teachers, journalists) and institutions (museums, science centres, educational tel-
evision, etc.) primarily geared at enlightening and educating, but also communication by in-
dividual scientists and scientific institutions (for example universities, research institutions) 
primarily interested in legitimisation, in extreme cases persuasive (marketing) communica-
tion. In individual cases the boundaries may be blurred. Museums and science centres, for ex-
ample, can, beyond their educational goals, pursue the primary goal of positively influencing 
the relationship of visitors to the respective object (for example history, art, MINT subjects).

Another common differentiation marker for different forms of science communication is the 
distinction between self-mediated and other-mediated science communication. Ideally, the 
other-mediated science communication is performed by (science) journalists in traditional 
mass media, who take on a role of not just mediating and educating actors, but also (and 
especially) as commentators and gatekeepers critically questioning and examining science 
from the outside. In this function, journalistic media are substantially responsible for deciding 
which topics and opinions are broadly published. Major works thus emphasise that, from 
the perspective of journalism theory, not even “good science PR” can be functionally equat-
ed with science journalism, and such an equation should be interpreted as an “attempt at 
de-differentiating the social subsystems of science and journalism”.25 The specific function of 
science journalism is thus the “observation of the interdependence relation of science and 
society”.26 However, other actors can at least be partially categorised with other-mediated 
science communication – for example a museum investigates the current state of research on 

24 For the case of the stem cell debate cf. Nisbet et al. 2003. 
25 Kohring 2005, 118.
26 Ibid., 283.
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a topic, embeds it into a social context, and conveys it in an exhibition, which is not the result 
of its own research. Essential elements of the traditional classification are summarised in the 
following graphic: 

Figure 2: Traditional Taxonomy of Science Communication (Source: Beck/Dogruel 2016, 18)27

This institutional order is significantly changing due to the transformation of media and public 
sphere caused by digitisation (see chapter 3.2). For the (previously) internal science commu-
nication, open access journals, as well as sharing and exchange platforms, and preprint pub-
lication platforms like arxiv.org should be mentioned. Additionally, the boundaries between 
professional and general audience are blurring. Former gatekeepers can be partially bypassed. 
Generally speaking, the internet and Social Media present new possibilities of dissemination 
with (at least potentially) broad reach, which is equally open to all actors (as well as citizens 
interested in participation). On a single platform, for example a blog portal, journalists, scien-
tists, PR people, and interested laypersons can communicate with each other, without their 
respective role (educating, enlightening, persuading) becoming visible. At the same time, 
there is increasing discussion on including external activities of science communication in in-
ner-scientific performance measurement. Thus, we can speak of a convergence of different 
forms of science communication in multiple respects.

Note: Against the background of different forms of science communication converging, and 
in contrast to the paper presented in 2014, the working group decided to employ the broader 
definitions described here. However, journalists often use the term “science communication” 
synonymously with science PR (or institutional communication), also because of its analogy 
with the term “business communication”. Science journalism, according to this understanding, 
would then not be part of science communication.

Further Sources: Bonfadelli et al. 2016; Schäfer et al. 2015; Bauer 2007; Bauer 2013; Hagen-
hoff 2007; Kohring 2005; Nisbet et al. 2003; Scheufele 2014; Fischhoff/Scheufele 2013; Fisch-
hoff/Scheufele 2014; Serong et al. 2017. 

27 The schema is simplified, as further actors (for example museums), which would need to be classed as “other-mediated” 
or “self-mediated” on a case-by-case basis, are not covered. Political stakeholders or NGOs communicating scientific 
content are also not covered.
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To the extent that state functions have 
been expanded and numerous decisions 
are now based on scientific expertise, 
the requirements of professional compe-
tence on the part of elected representa-
tives have increased. At first, professional 
competence as a prerequisite for political 
decision-making has shifted towards civ-
il servants in specialised departments of 
government. However, in the course of 
further development, these also reached 
their limits and secured their access to 
scientific expert knowledge by internal 
research institutes, ad-hoc commissions, 
and scientific advisory committees. The 
(scientific) expert has thus become an im-
portant resource of state actions and of 
legitimating political decisions.28

The specialisation of politics and 
its increased reliance on science has been 
the subject of political discourse since 
the middle of the last century: as “rule by 
experts” and – especially more recently 
– the growing distance between politi-
cal elites and the voting public. Not least 
Social Media, a technology of universal 
communication without intermediaries, 
accelerated a development understood to 
be a transition from a society character-
ised by trust in institutions to one char-
acterised by trust in so-called peer groups 

28 The latter case has becomes especially evident in the 
politicised controversies on science-related questions. 
The allegation of “rule by experts” simplifies and over-
estimates their actual influence on political decisions. 
Regarding the complex relationship of science and 
politics and the functions of scientific advisory board in 
the political system cf. Weingart/Lentsch 2015.

(constituted by Social Media).29 In this re-
spect, in the use of Social Media, “authen-
ticity” and “personal connection” have 
been established as additional criteria for 
the credibility of information.30 The same 
is now expected also in the field of insti-
tutional science communication (see box 
“Voices from expert testimonies”).

The research on credibility and 
trust tells us that persuasive force is great-
est among friends and family. This pre-
viously described phenomenon is further 
reinforced by Social Media and its crea-
tion of “echo chambers” and “filter bub-
bles” (see boxes).

Against the backdrop of this de-
velopment, increasing calls for direct de-
mocracy in recent years become easier to 
understand.31 As the formal education lev-

29 Research on the loss of trust in institutions shows no 
unambiguous result, but a trend: „Currently, just 19% 
say they can trust the government always or most of the 
time, among the lowest levels in the past half-century“ 
(Pew Research Center 2015, 4); see also: „A yawning trust 
gap is emerging between elite and mass populations. [...] 
However, in the ‚mass population‘ (the remaining 85 
percent of our sample), trust levels have barely budged 
since the Great Recession“ (Edelman 2016). Regarding 
the thesis of the shift in trust, which is based on these 
surveys, cf. Tett 2016; Twenge et al. 2014.

30 Cf. Betsch et al. 2010; Gross 2009. With regard to the 
example of health-related information, Gigerenzer et al. 
(2009) assert in an analysis of nine European countries, 
that mass media as a source used “sometimes” or “often” 
are mentioned far less than family and friends; nearly 
two-thirds of those surveyed named family and friends, 
only about every second person named television.

31 Cf. for example Decker et al. 2013, p. 60: „The relatively 
low interest in using plebiscitary procedures is aston-
ishing, when compared with the high esteem of direct 
democracy in the population. […] The call for more pro-
cedures of direct democracy is part of a general trend, 
which, in similar form, can be found in other European 
countries as well“.

Voices from expert testimonies

Authenticity and personal connection as important criteria for credibility: 

“The worst is […] the press office writing for you. You are no longer authentic. I write all  
my blogs and tweets personally, but let them be proofread […]. There has to be a personal 
connection, or it is worthless. Otherwise it is an announcement by the institution. This is 
valid as well, but if you want to send a personal message, it has to be authentic.”

Representative of the management level of a scientific organisation
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el and ability to participate in expert dis-
courses in knowledge societies becomes 
a prerequisite for participation, this also 
– especially on the side of those without 
it – comes to be an object of critique. In 
this the scientific expert becomes an ob-
ject of mistrust. Therefore, the impor-
tance of science communication increases 
to the same extent as experts and politi-
cal elites are mistrusted: As educating the 
public, to generate trust in decisions and 
the measures which are their necessary 
prerequisites through competent, active 
commitment.

323334

32 On the example of vaccination debates cf. McKeever et 
al. 2016.

33 Cf. Hampton et al. 2014: Survey with 1’801 participants 
on the example of the Edward Snowden case.

34 Cf. Flaxman et al. 2016; Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. 
2016.

The perceived loss of trust in sci-
ence35 in general and experts in particu-
lar is thus one of the major reasons for 
strengthening self-mediated science com-
munication by government and science 
organisations since the end of the 1990s. 
Another reason is the politically relevant 
scale of public and private funding invest-
ed into research. Since then, the style of 
science communication, albeit primarily at 
the level of political rhetoric, has changed. 
While initially the model of “Public Under-
standing of Science”, still wedded to tradi-
tional unidirectional mass communication, 
was promoted, this has shifted towards 

35 Cf. also p. 13. The loss of trust in expert and science 
differs from topic to topic. Furthermore, the perception 
of this loss of trust in the public and media discourses 
differs from the perception created by surveys (cf. 
Contributions of Hampel and Renn, Merten and Peters 
in Hampel & Renn 1999). On the most recent findings 
on trust in science cf. Wissenschaftsbarometer 2016; 
Charisius 2016; National Science Board 2016.

Echo Chamber 

The metaphor of the echo chamber references the phenomenon of the creation of social 
networks, as well as the reception, dissemination, and evaluation of information in such net-
works being influenced by the specific views and opinions of their members and other partici-
pants. Therefore, undesirable opinions and different information may be no longer perceived. 
The permanent echo of one’s own perspectives by like-minded people can strengthen such 
perspectives and possibly lead them to be (mis-)interpreted as a majority opinion. There is 
thus a risk of echo chambers counteracting the exchange of opinions and the diversity of opin-
ion in democratic public spheres and furthering an opposing or even hostile attitude towards 
(scientific) experts. The increased use of Social Media and the algorithmic filtering of online 
information (filter bubble) can intensify and accelerate the effects of echo chambers. In the 
worst case, this can lead to a “digital spiral of silence” (Schweigespirale) and promote radical 
behaviours and attitudes damaging to democracy. A spiral of silence is most apparent in cases 
where echo chambers forming loud opinion camps are misinterpreted as majority opinions, 
leading to the actual majority to hold back.32 Furthermore, the willingness to discuss on Social 
Media (especially in the case of opposing opinions) seems to be lower than in direct personal 
conversations anyway.33 However, there are few empirical studies on the functions and effects 
of echo chambers, so an assessment based on evidence is complicated. Studies have so far 
identified ambivalent effects, simultaneously increased polarisation and diversity of opinion, 
depending on the reception by users and their existing (political) opinion.34 Additionally, most 
studies are restricted to the US with their two-party system and thus only partially applicable 
to multi-party systems.

Further Sources: Flaxman et al. 2016; Garrett 2009; Bright 2016; Lobin 2017; Schmidt 2017; 
Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. 2016
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“Science in Dialogue” or “Public Engage-
ment with Science and Technology” geared 
more towards participation. Gerhard and 
Schäfer distinguish two “conceptions of 
a scientific public describable as ideal 
types”36: an (older) “science-dominated”37 
conceptual model, and one that is “socially 
contextualised”38. The primary goal of the 
science-dominated concept is thus to im-
prove the image of science by increasing 
the scientific literacy of citizens (based on 
the “deficit model” by Irwin and Wynne).39 
In the socially contextualised concept, the 
call for a journalistic “translation” of sci-
ence is transformed into an idea of “pub-
lic communication about the sciences […] 
not primarily serving to convey scientif-
ic statements, but promote societal en-
gagement with science and technology”40. 
Consequently, the functions of science 
communication have become increasingly 
differentiated, reflecting the broader circle 
of actors claiming the concepts and activi-
ties associated with it.

36 Gerhards/Schäfer 2006, 240 ff.
37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
39 Cf. Irwin and Wynne 1996.
40  Gerhards/Schäfer 2006, 243.

From the perspective of its initi-
ators or authors, three basic functions 
(motifs) of science communication can be 
distinguished – initially disregarding de-
marcation problems and overlaps:

(1) Educating and enlighten-
ing: At first, the focus was on educating 
the public in a broad sense, that is in-
forming them of new developments in 
research and explaining theories, exper-
iments, effects, or observations (Public 
Understanding of Science). The current 
understanding also includes information 
on the methods of science, on political 
and economic conditions of research, and 
its societal implications, on ethical con-
flicts, as well as on experimental failures 
or scientific misconduct, and finally on 
the uncertainty of results, and inner-sci-
entific controversies. In addition, the 
public should be included in a dialogical 
exchange with science and actively par-
ticipate in it (Public Engagement with 
Science and Technology).41

41 Cf. Leshner 2003; Rowe/Frewer 2005; Jasanoff et al. 
2015.

Filter Bubble 

The term “filter bubble”, popularised by Eli Pariser, is the algorithmically limited selection of 
information and presentation of information on internet sites and apps. This algorithmic and 
personalised filtering of information produces an information landscape primarily based on the 
interests and habits of the respective user. In contrast to other forms of selection, algorithmic 
filtering often happens hidden and without the user noticing it. The effects of this automated fil-
tering and its attributed meanings on the one hand allow for quick access to information tailored 
to one’s own needs and interest. On the other hand, there is also a danger of an affirmative, ide-
ological world view, and, resulting from this, an insufficient confrontation with other opinions or 
the diversity of opinion and information in the public and in society as a whole. Beyond that, the 
invisibility of algorithmic filtering opens the door for manipulation of opinion (by, for example, in-
terest groups or targeted PR). The phenomenon of the filter bubble is also important for the field 
of science communication. There is little empirical research on the effects of filter bubbles on 
public opinion; the available results thus have insufficient validity (see box on echo chambers).

Sources: Brossard/Scheufele 2013; Flaxman et al. 2016; Pariser 2011; Lobin 2017; Schmidt 
2017; Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. 2016
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This function of science commu-
nication is partly performed by special-
ised books, blogs, channels like YouTube, 
MOOCs, museums, science cafes, science 
centres, science slams, open house events, 
lectures and discussions, as well as special 
exhibitions and similar formats (as long 
as these are not influenced by sponsors 
and their special interests). This standard 
is also met by educational projects of re-
search institutions and their public rela-
tions departments. Journalistic reporting 
of mass media also plays a major role, as 
its own professional standards and stat-
utes demand neutral and objective report-
ing, also in the case of scientific topics, but 
at the same time demand a dialogue with 
citizens.42

Science also criticises itself as part 
of the educating and enlightening func-
tion of science communication, which is 
then taken up by society. Technology as-
sessment and critical questioning of sci-
entific certainties have been transferred to 
roundtables and “consensus conferences”, 
where scientists and citizens implement 
this principle of (self-) criticism in political 
decisions. Newer forms, also from the side 
of science, understand enlightenment in-
creasingly as participation, active engage-
ment, and dialogue. This is put into effect 
through blogs or online consultations.

(2) Legitimating: Considerable 
(especially institutional) efforts of science 
communication serve to comprehensive-
ly convey fundamentals for research and 
teaching, for science policy, and thereby 
to legitimate science and its organisa-
tions. These are meant to create public 
trust, general support, and interest in sci-
ence. This is considered politically impor-
tant and desirable, as public expenditures 
for research are comparatively high, while 

42 This control function is often denied from the side of 
science – with journalism being assigned the role of 
translation and gathering attention within a “paradigm 
of science popularisation” (Kohring 1997; 2005); on the 
critical and control function of science journalism also 
cf. Blattmann et al. 2014, 391–412.

effects become visible only indirectly, ab-
stractly, and often only over the long term.

Specific journalistic forms (for ex-
ample research magazines and online 
presences of the respective institutions) 
are devoted to this function of science com-
munication, but also (major) events, which 
among them count events with education-
al character: The science years, the nano 
truck, the science train, or the ship “MS 
Wissenschaft” and similar forms should 
be mentioned here. They follow the princi-
ple of edutainment, connecting education 
and entertainment, for reasons of general 
approval. However, primarily these are 
publicly funded public relations measures. 
The funding organisations (among oth-
ers the Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research, Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft, VolkswagenStiftung) pursue strate-
gies for legitimating their own activities by 
making communication of research results 
to the public (for example in the form of 
press work) part of the conditions for their 
participation.

(3) Getting attention: This 
function of science communication is 
performed mainly by scientific organi-
sations, that is universities and research 
institutions, but also by individual sci-
entists with large media presences. They 
pursue the goal of raising their profiles in 
competition for public funds (like grants 
by foundations and businesses, in the 
case of universities also for student at-
tractiveness), which they – following the 
logic of advertising and marketing – hope 
to achieve by obtaining general public at-
tention, which can then be translated into 
political support. Scientists also follow 
this logic by self-marketing or raising at-
tention for themselves – which happens 
increasingly via Social Media.43

43 An exception for this is the astronaut and geophysicist 
Alexander Gerst, who has more than 400’000 twitter 
followers (November 2016). However, according to a 
study by TU Dresden, the use of Twitter by German sci-
entists is comparatively low (cf. for example Osel 2015), 
as well as the reach of individuals.
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This development is reinforced by 
Social Media. In the case of individual sci-
entists directly communicating via blog 
or Twitter, it becomes increasingly diffi-
cult to discern whether they are primarily 
speaking as educating experts (in the role 
they would have been invited to speak by 
journalists) or primarily in pursuit of at-
tention and legitimacy.

3.2 The Development of a Digital 
Public Sphere

The increasing use of digital media (see 
Diagram 1)45 has led to fundamental trans-
formations of the media and the public 
sphere. Internet and Social Media differ 
from traditional mass media by techno-
logical multi-optionality and socially open 
use: In principle, nowadays everyone can, 
with little effort, become a communicator 
and provider of public communication 
(on the age structure of Social Media plat-
form users and different types of internet 
usage see diagrams 2 and 3). Besides the 
potential of the internet regarding the so-
cial dimension (participation, interaction, 
transparency) it also opens up the tem-
poral dimension (permanent and speedy 
updates, archiving), the spatial dimension 
(global distribution, mobile communica-
tion), and the signal dimension (multime-
dia) for ever broader possibilities.

At the same time journalism “has 
not lost its influence for setting the agen-
da, even on the internet”46. Here, as well, 
it determines the important topics, which 
are taken up, distributed, and discussed 
on Social Media. The question of whether 
the internet can lead to a fragmentation of 

45 On increasing internet usage and the data of ARD/
ZDF-Onlinestudie 2015 cf. also Frees/Koch 2015. An 
international comparison of usage data is provided by, for 
example, Reuters 2016, 84 ff. According to this, Germany 
takes last place with 59 percent usage of online media, 
while Brazil takes first place with 91 percent. The results 
on which sources are primarily used varies accordingly 
(Germany: Traditional users 50 percent vs. Mainly digital 
users 13 percent; Greece: 16 percent vs. 35 percent).

46 Neuberger 2014, 324.

Both the educating and legitimating 
functions are concerned with attention. 
However, once there are no longer specifi-
cally defined publics and getting attention 
becomes and end in itself, for example 
when key measures are used for orienta-
tion, shifts in objectives take place. Prime 
examples for attention-getting becoming 
an end in itself are marketing brochures 
and in-house magazines of institutional 
persuasive communication, following the 
principles of PR, branding and marketing. 
While dedicated to promoting the institu-
tion, they are distributed to an unspecified 
public. Their effects are not evaluated.

The distinction between a science 
communication geared towards educa-
tion and persuasive, primarily institu-
tional science communication is relevant 
for the following discussion. It describes 
a development characterised by Volker 
Meyer-Guckel, Deputy General Secretary 
of Stifterverband and co-initiator of the 
German PUSH activities: “The science 
communication discussed in Germany is 
actually science marketing. Such a mis-
understanding, common to many sci-
entists and institutions, will in the long 
run become a problem for science.”44 In 
fact, the spreading of political and ad-
vertising logic to science communica-
tion can be observed. The orientation 
towards truth and integrity, internally 
binding for communication within sci-
ence, is supplemented by an orientation 
towards the logic of politics, economics, 
and media: Attention counts. This has in-
creasingly led to overlaps between educa-
tion, legitimation, and attention getting. 

44 Meyer-Guckel 2012; cf. on this recent debates like 
the symposium “Image statt Inhalt?” initiated by 
VolkswagenStiftung or Deutsche Universitätszeitung 
2014, 24–37. The notion criticised by Meyer-Guckel is 
supported by the definition of science communication 
on the German Wikipedia page: “Science communica-
tion (synonymous with Science-PR) is a new field of 
public relations and describes the management of pub-
lic communication within science” (Wikipedia 2016). 
This definition differs not only significantly from the 
English Wikipedia version, but also from an earlier 
German version.
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of scientific organisations or research in-
stitutions. Social Media sources are also 
used less than journalistic online media 
for information about science: 45 per-
cent use YouTube, 33 percent blogs and 
forums, and only 32 percent use social 
network services and microblogs (Twit-
ter) for information.49 In talks with rep-
resentatives of the management level of 
scientific organisations, it became clear 
they still prefer traditional (print) me-
dia for information on public issues. The 
board members of scientific organisations 
are regularly informed through “relevant 
clippings” from these traditional media.

Nonetheless, the total numbers for 
internet usage in the field of science com-
munication are relatively high. According 
to Science Barometer 2016, 44 percent 
of the 1’006 surveyed use the internet as 
an information source for science and 
research, 68 percent use television for 
information, 54 percent read printed (!) 
articles on scientific topics in newspapers 
and magazines.50

49 Cf. Dogruel/Beck 2017; on the reach of Social Media 
formats in general see table 3 in the appendix.

50 Cf. Wissenschaft im Dialog/TNS Emnid 2016.

the public sphere is the subject of scien-
tific debates. Previous studies were una-
ble to provide empirical evidence for this. 
Further discussion is needed on the insuf-
ficiently clear results on whether opinion 
camps are isolating themselves from each 
other. The somewhat opposed assump-
tion of the internet furthering a strict fo-
cus on consumer markets far exceeding 
that of traditional media, is most likely to 
be correct. “In this, prevention of abuse 
of the resulting power of opinion must be 
secured.”47

While usage numbers regarding 
the internet as a source of information on 
science- and research-related topics are 
relatively high, there is still more trust in 
traditional media.48 Of the two-thirds of 
the population over 14 years utilising on-
line media for information on science and 
research, many trust traditional sources 
or professional journalistic communica-
tors: 81 percent use websites and media 
centres of well-known consumer media, 
while only 35 percent use the websites 

47 Neuberger 2014, 324.
48 According to the JIM-Studie 2015 (Medienpädagogis-

cher Forschungsverbund Südwest 2015, 17 f.) this is also 
true for younger users. Television and daily newspapers 
are clearly preferred over the internet with regard to 
political and local topics and current events.
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Question: Are you using the internet at least occasionally? / How often do you use the internet? (*2007 not surveyed)
Population: Adults over 14 years of age in Germany (2016: n=1.508)
Sources: ARD Online Survey 1997, ARD/ZDF Online Surveys 1998-2016 (until 2009: D,14+; since 2010 German-speaking population 14+)

Diagram 1: Increase of internet usage in Germany 1997-2016 

daily internet usage*
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Equality: On the one hand, the inter-
net – in addition to political participation 
– facilitates broad and rapid access to 
knowledge archives. On the other hand, 
observable differences between popula-
tion groups with regard to access, usage, 
and response may lead to increased social 
inequality (digital divide).

Integration: The internet can create 
a shared public space and overcome 
boundaries between classes, interest 
groups, parties, ethnicities, cultures, and 
nations. In a further differentiation of 
the public sphere, new forms of selection 
and observation emerge, bringing with 
them increased possibilities of provision, 
mediation, and observation. At the same 
time it contributes to the disintegration 
of the public sphere, caused both by se-
lective attention to and separation of 
users according to thematic or opinion 
preferences (echo chambers, cf. box on 
page 23), but also through the personal-
ised selection by algorithms (filter bub-
ble, cf. box on page 24).52 Like-minded 

52 Cf. Lobin 2017 on algorithms in the context of scientific 
Social Media platforms and their differentiation into 
rating and suggestion algorithms.

51

The experiences with the internet so far 
tell us that the social impact cannot yet 
be conclusively assessed and should be 
seen ambivalently at the moment. Oppor-
tunities and risks are juxtaposed in both 
public debate and research. By measuring 
internet communication according to fun-
damental social values, the following can 
be said:

Freedom: The internet promises free 
and unimpeded access for everyone to 
the public sphere, while states and cor-
porations are increasingly controlling 
the flow of information and the partici-
pants, for example by evaluating traces of 
data. Data are the business model of the 
in part quasi-monopolistic corporations 
like Google or Facebook (but also in the 
field of scientific publishing: for example 
Elsevier). Public access to this data is not 
provided.

51 “Looking at the user structure, it becomes evident that 
Social Media applications are still the domain of young-
er users, even more so than the internet in general. 
While only about one-fifth of the general population, 
and about a quarter of internet users are between 14 
and 29 years old, the share of teens and twens in Social 
Media services is nearly universally greater“ (Tippelt/
Kupferschmitt 2015, 445).

The users of Social Media platforms 2015
used at least rarely, in %

* German-speaking population over 14 years of age (n=1.800).
* German-speaking internet users over 14 years of age (n=1.432).
Source: ARD/ZDF Online Survey 2015
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people separate themselves into echo 
chambers, reinforce their shared world 
view, without being accessible or recep-
tive to outside criticism.

Quality of the discussion: The inter-
net has the potential to improve public 
discourses. No other medium allows for 
comparable citizen mass participation in 
opinion-forming processes. At the same 
time, public discourse is observably be-
coming shallower and more brutal, which 
is connected to a lack of editorially bal-
anced, independent moderation like that 
of journalists in quality media. On the 
internet, journalistic (and also scientific) 
gatekeepers can be bypassed.

Quality of information: Without ob-
ligatory assessment of information by 
journalistic gatekeepers prior to publi-
cation, quality control is often eliminat-
ed. Accordingly, speculative knowledge 
(rumours, conspiracy theories) and mis-
information can spread relatively unim-
peded. Campaigns for influencing public 
opinion are seldom thwarted by journal-
ists on Social Media. In a best case (for 
example in authoritarian countries), gov-
ernment-critical messages can spread, 
however in democratic countries the same 
can happen to anti-democratic views. The 
credibility and substance of information 
on the internet is often hard to evaluate, 
especially as its amount is already over-

“The German-speaking population spends about half an hour each day consuming media on 
the internet, representing 24 percent of their time online. Among under-30-year-olds, this ris-
es to 86 minutes (29 percent usage time), that is about one and a half hour each day. Commu-
nication on the internet, that is email, chat or interacting in Social Media services, consumes 
39 percent of their time online. The category of information research receives 24 minutes 
or a share of 17 percent. Games on the internet occupy 19 minutes (share: 14 percent), the 
current increase can mostly be ascribed to men and over-70-year-olds. The least time is spent 
with transactions, in the sense of looking for products, shopping online, and online banking. 
Additionally, one thing is true for all activities on the internet: The younger the person, the 
more time spent on the internet.” (Source: http://www.ard-zdf-onlinestudie.de/fileadmin/
Onlinestudie_2016/Kern-Ergebnisse_ARDZDF-Onlinestudie_2016.pdf, p: 5)

Usage duration 
yesterday Total Women Men 14 – 29

year-olds
30 – 49

year-olds
50 – 69

year-olds
Over 70

year-olds

Communication 
on the internet 39 % 45 % 35 % 41 % 42 % 38 % 17 %

Media
consumption

on the internet
24 % 20 % 28 % 29 % 23 % 21 % 15 %

Research
on the internet 17 % 17 % 17 % 14 % 19 % 22 % 22 %

Games
on the internet 14 % 12 % 14 % 13 % 11 % 11 % 30 %

Transactions
on the internet 6 % 5 % 5 % 4 % 5 % 8 % 15 %

Communication and media consumption lead in usage duration
Population: All surveyed, in percent

Question: Now the focus is on what you did on the internet yesterday, and how much time you spend doing it…
Population: Adults over 14 years of age in Germany (2016: n=1.508)
Source: ARD/ZDF Online Survey 2016 (German-speaking population 14+)

Diagram 3: Internet usage in Germany 2016 
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whelming and steadily growing. The shar-
ing of information on Social Media makes 
it impossible or more difficult to identify 
the information source. In the most de-
sirable case, acceleration of communica-
tion allows for rapid correction of false 
information, in the worst case careful 
examination and deeper discussions (see 
box “Voices from expert testimonies”) are 
neglected. In addition to these risks, the 
internet also creates new forms of col-
laborative knowledge generation, exam-
ination, and dissemination (for example 
Wikipedia).

Diversity: The internet, in virtue of its 
openness, can show topics, opinions, and 
speaker in their full range. This increas-
es the available diversity of publications. 
However, intermediaries, that are the pro-
viders of network platforms and search 
engines, acquire power of opinion, as they 
are influencing communicative participa-
tion and discoverability. Attention is very 
unevenly distributed on the internet, and 
most participants only get few responses 
(“long tail”).53 In fact, the technologically 
available possibilities of this new diversity 
are used relatively rarely.

Transparency: Context boundaries, 
previously hard to overcome, become 
porous on the internet, for example the 
boundaries between public and private 
sphere or professional and general audi-
ence. Information kept secret (for example 
WikiLeaks) or data that is hard to access 
(Open Democracy, Open Science) are be-
coming available. The audience thereby 
can receive deeper insights, for example 
into scientific professional knowledge. In 
how far the prerequisites for an appro-
priate understanding are present in the 
audience is still unknown. Transparency 
can also have negative effects, as (for ex-
ample personality) rights may be violated 
or information may be secretively pro-
cured (“leaked”) with the intent of ma-

53 Cf. Anderson 2004.

nipulation. Data made publicly available 
can enter the commercial processes of da-
ta-based internet corporations like Goog-
le and Facebook unimpeded and thereby 
contribute to their business models.

This initial survey shows: The dig-
ital public sphere is a complex, dynamic 
system, characterised by the actions of 
numerous different actors, with many 
intentional and unintentional effects. In 
order to better utilise opportunities and 
ideally eliminate risks, an institutional or-
der needs to be created, which can meet 
this challenge. The relevant regulatory 
requirements are still to be identified. 
For this, external regulation (law) and 
self-regulation (codes), as well as media-
tors in the general audience (journalism, 
PR) and professional audience (profes-
sional media) play their roles. Intermedi-
aries on the internet (network platforms, 
search engines) are relevant for both au-
diences.

3.3 Displacement of the Classical 
Intermediaries?

Which forms and functions of traditional, 
journalistic mass media are challenged by 
new forms of communication, actors, and 
(global) corporations? The present chap-
ter is devoted to this question, with a spe-
cial focus on the institutional side of the 
public sphere. It discusses how new forms 
of communication, actors, and corpora-
tion can be related to traditional ones and 
in how far they (can) take over journalistic 
or mass media functions.

Traditional mass media, that is 
press, radio, and television, are still nor-
matively and functionally relevant for 
communication in society. In the past 30 
years, massive differentiation has taken 
place in this media sector (a host of new 
radio and television services; expanding 
market of (specialist) magazines etc.). In 
the past two decades numerous  online 
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and individualised provision and use of 
very different information. New forms of 
expression55 are also potentially suitable to 
familiarise people, who are hard to reach 
via conventional scientific journalism, with 
scientific topics.

Due to Social Media, the exchange 
between individuals and groups, as well 
as their self-organisation becomes easi-
er. This has consequences for traditional 
mass media, which generally – and par-
ticularly with certain groups – have lost a 
share of their attention, with sometimes 
dramatic effects for their funding (adver-
tising, subscribers). The funding prob-
lems of traditional mass media also affect 
journalism. Social Media platforms do not 
perform journalistic work in its original 
sense; at the same time, these platforms 
have becomes indispensable for journal-
istic media to spread their own services. 
Journalistic services operated by the plat-
forms themselves are a possibility, but 
due to the fact that large providers posi-
tion themselves as part of the advertising 
industry, these are to be viewed with scep-
ticism.56

55 An analysis on the strategies used by popular Eng-
lish-language blogs to reach their audience is provided 
by Ranger/Butlitude 2016.

56 See for example the interview with Eli Pariser (Kuhn/
Hauck 2012), where he points out the repudiation of 
journalistic responsibility on the part of Google.

54

services were added, partially developed 
and operated by traditional media. At the 
same time, other organisations, groups, 
and individual persons created corre-
sponding services and reached the public 
while moving past established media. At 
least a small minority of these new journal-
istic products (also in the field of science 
communication) reaches mass media di-
mensions: In the English-speaking world 
for example the popular projects “I fuck-
ing love science” by British Elise Andrew 
(originally founded on Facebook) or “Sci-
enceAlert” by Australians Julian Cribb and 
Chris Casella, who – irrespective of their 
generally less profound and often tab-
loid-style approach – have similar reach as 
established journalistic media like wired.
com, scientificamerican.com or newsci-
entist.com. The majority of their hits 
originate from Facebook. The majority of 
services does not reach these dimensions. 
On the whole, the new services are able, for 
individual processes in public communica-
tion, to achieve relevance and take up me-
dia usage time. The Social Media platforms 
add new possibilities for self-presentation 

54 Cf. on this also an article in F.A.S. by Hillje (2016) 
with the subtitle “Populists win elections with the help 
of social networks. However, these can also be used 
against Trump & Co.” This assessment is countered 
by voices calling for consistently ignoring hate speech 
and misinformation on the internet (if a deletion is not 
required for legal reasons), in order to refrain from 
drawing undue attention to them.

Voices from expert testimonies 

Using Social Media constructively and thereby fighting misinformation:

“One-sided statements have to be countered in the same medium. The problem is not the 
medium where it happens, but the lesser extent of serious science communication taking 
place there. Science communication increasingly has to use these [digital] media to coun-
teract this. […] By appropriately using the media – and mechanisms – my messages are 
spreading rapidly.”
 Social Media expert

“Social Media also helps in putting all information on the table. There is a danger for incorrect 
information to appear as well. This is why everyone has to use the same medium”54

Representative of the management level of a scientific organisation
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At the same time, online and Social 
Media platforms lead to new institution-
al forms for the media. This also entails 
new rules and norms for both private 
and public communication. There is thus 
a transformation of the whole social or-
der of information and communication, 
primarily influenced by new actors with 
specific forms of mediation and services, 
as well as by new possibilities of partici-
pation, observation, and usage on the side 
of recipients or users. This change also 
feeds back to traditional mass media. The 
vastly improved technological abilities for 
mediation led to a large increase in the 
volume of information supply, no longer 
filtered through the bottlenecks of tradi-
tional media. In addition to mediation by 
the mass media, messages for individuals, 
groups, or everyone are increasingly pro-
duced and disseminated by online media. 
In addition to the information selected 
by known and generally accepted profes-
sional journalistic standards, or at least 
judged to be relevant57 (or worthy of com-
munication) by those standards, there are 
messages which only become relevant by 
forwarding them to individuals or groups, 
because they are shared.

A large part of information provi-
sion and information exchange now takes 
place at the time and place of (the user’s) 
choosing. This also has consequences for 
all forms of science communication. The 
sharing of selected content becomes itself 
an attribution of meaning. Evaluation, 
response, echo (cf. box echo chamber on 
page 23) become new features of meaning. 
The question of whom to attribute this per-
formance comes into view: The producer 
of the message or the forwarder? Assigning 
relevance and certifying information, for a 
long time the responsibility of professional 
actors, specifically journalists, is now per-

57 The concept of relevance is primarily used in the mean-
ing of “worthy of communication” here. Strictly speak-
ing, according to traditional journalistic standards, the 
concept of relevance is only one of several factors of the 
selection of news, among topicality, proximity, but also 
originality and entertainment or surprise.

formed by other actors as well.58 What is 
shared together is no longer created and 
presented just by traditional media alone, 
but can also be offered by individuals or 
groups. Additionally, the recipients can 
now evaluate messages from all channels 
and very different senders, which is what 
makes them relevant in the first place. 
Relevance is no longer determined solely 
by the producer of the message, but also 
by mediators and those who share it – 
which is complicated even further by inter-
est-driven mediators and sharers possibly 
not being persons, but social bots with an 
agenda. The new technological possibili-
ties harbour the threat of invisible manip-
ulation of discourses. Despite the growing 
number of Social Media platforms, the 
journalism of traditional mass media con-
tinues to represent the largest part of the-
matically relevant contributions for public 
communication (and follow-up commu-
nication on Social Media), due to both its 
journalistic range and volume.

The aim of the mass media to reach 
and integrate as many people as possible 
leads to a targeted inclusion of the audi-
ence. This inclusion or integration be-
comes increasingly important in socially, 
economically, and culturally differentiat-
ed societies. This will be even more true 
when further possibilities of individual-
ised information and communication, as 
with Social Media, open up for individ-
uals and groups. However, journalism 
has not been established in Social Media 
platforms – beyond distribution of classi-
cal media content. While these platforms 
undoubtedly increase the possibilities of 
individual information and communica-
tion, and individual possibilities for ex-
pression, a secure, reliable provision of 
selection services is rare.

58 However, since the 1980s, research on reception and ac-
quisition (cf. The classic study “Watching Dallas” by Ien 
Ang) has shown that media content and its subsequent 
treatment in media reception follows an inner logic. 
Still, Social Media creates a massive expansion and di-
versification of such possibilities of treatment according 
to this inner logic.
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But reliable information is increas-
ingly called for as the supply of messages 
on all channels is already overwhelming 
and growing steadily. The journalism of 
the mass media, with its established forms 
of collective gathering of information and 
professional selection processes, performs 
an essential contribution for quality con-
trol in the fields of information and com-
munication. These services are provided 
by mass media by means of setting topics 
for the general societal agenda and social-
ly necessary co-orientation.59 Society is 
dependent on these for safe action, both 
in public and in private affairs. Nobody 
has to follow the agenda set by the media, 
but all members of society have to know 
with a high degree of reliability what is 
happening – in order to decide for them-
selves (possibly otherwise). Mass media, 
reporting correctly and as independently 
as possible, are thus not just normatively 
but also functionally crucial for modern, 
differentiated, democratic societies. How-
ever, they are now being challenged by the 
big internet corporations – the providers 
of search engines and Social Media.

Dramatic changes in the field of 
traditional mass media are endangering 
the reliability of journalistic media com-
munication, as well as the trust placed 
in them. Growing sales pressure and de-
creasing financial and personal resources 
unsurprisingly lead to increased violation 
of journalistic professional standards and 
professional norms of media ethics; some 
of the previously most important actors 
in social communication are threatened. 
These connections are not just valid for 
the mass media in general, but also for 
journalistically responsible science com-
munication. Parallels with the quality 
control problems of inner-scientific com-
munication caused by digitisation are be-
coming apparent. With respect to science 

59 Cf. Altmeppen 2006. Journalism not measuring up to 
the mentioned requirements should be seen as violating 
professional standards; however, this does not alter the 
assignment of functions taking place here.

journalism, this is primarily true for its 
role as a neutral observer, allowing re-
cipients first of all to form an opinion for 
themselves, on the basis of a neutral pres-
entation. If this intermediary function is 
lost on the internet, recipients are unable 
to distinguish between primarily inter-
est-driven and independent presentation, 
between fact and mere opinions. In the 
digital public sphere, the boundaries be-
tween journalism and PR are blurring60, 
just like those between sound reporting 
and the propagation of opinion or even 
disinformation.

In the meantime, the problem of 
quality control of internet communication 
has been recognised by individual actors, 
who (at least partially) try to create func-
tional equivalents for traditional interme-
diaries. An example is the platform “The 
Conversation” (https://theconversation.
com)61 which was founded in Austral-
ia, but operates in multiple countries. 
In the face of science journalism being 
mostly abandoned there, scientific insti-
tutions cooperated to fill this gap. Using 
the motto “Academic Rigour, Journalistic 
Flair”, they offer news and opinion from 
the sciences. Authors or sources are gen-
erally scientists from the participating 
institutions, supported by editorial staff. 
Although the project is unable to replace 
external observation of the science sys-
tem (for example by journalistic media), 
the fact of participation by scientists and 
communicators from different research 
institutions should guarantee some inde-
pendence and compliance with standards. 
In principle, the response (for example 
in Social Media) to the contributions of 
individual scientists and their research 
results can even be incorporated to sci-
entific performance measures (although 
this raises the problem of false incentives, 
see box on altmetrics on page 40). Fur-

60 Cf. on the relation of journalism and PR: Riesmeyer 
2014; Ruß-Mohl 2015.

61 Cf. on this also Bruns 2017.
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time, the job profile of Social Media editor 
has developed. Further actors, beyond the 
groups of scientists, journalists, or workers 
in public relations, are voicing their opinion 
on scientific topics via blog or video, and 
thus perform science communication ac-
cording to the broader definition employed 
here. The diversity of format, wildly di-
verging with respect to function and effect 
in science communication, at present does 
not allow for a uniform assessment of the 
impact of these media on science commu-
nication.64 In general, the literature distin-
guishes between three formats: Platforms 
(network and UGC platforms, among oth-
ers Facebook), personal publishing (blogs 
and microblogs, for example Twitter) and 
wikis (primarily Wikipedia) (see also figure 
2). The performance of these formats dif-
fers both with respect to sending informa-
tion as well as to reception and to the user 
groups that are addressed. For each form 
of media – irrespective of the different 
functionality – the use of Social Media in 
science communication carries with it dif-
ferent opportunities and risks (or problem 
areas), which is why their evaluation turns 
out to be ambivalent (see box “Voices from 
expert testimonies”).

The following opportunities can be iden-
tified:
• Social Media opens up opportunities 

for directly addressing specific so-
cial groups. This is especially true for 
young people, who are less and less 
oriented towards traditional mass me-
dia (newspaper, radio, television).65

• New formats develop, which may have 
a positive effect on the diversity of 

64 Cf. On this the circulation numbers of popular science 
magazines in the appendix and data from ARD/ZDF 
2015 and analyses like Kroll 2015.

65 Cf. Nationlal Science Board 2016: “Different subgroups 
of Americans tend to rely on different sources of 
information. Generally, higher levels of education and 
income are associated with relatively higher levels of 
Internet and newspaper use, whereas respondents with 
lower levels of education and income are more likely to 
say they rely on television. Newspaper reliance is more 
common for relatively older respondents, and Internet 
reliance is more common for relatively younger and 
higher-earning respondents.”

ther examples are the platform “Causa” 
(https://causa.tagesspiegel.de)62 or the 
“Interaction Support Processor” (https://
patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.
jsf?docId=WO2015118455). These are an 
attempt to create possibilities for qual-
ity control by bringing together experts 
from different subjects on a single topic 
(as in the debate portal “Causa”) and of 
mutual evaluation of trustworthiness (as 
in the “Interaction Support Processor”). 
Through this, a mechanism similar to clas-
sical “peer review” in science can be simu-
lated: The authors accumulate reputation 
through recipients approving their com-
munication, which creates trustworthi-
ness for further communication. It is still 
open, how far such algorithms and plat-
forms can establish themselves in the field 
of science communication. The possibility 
of a close coupling between inner-scientif-
ic and science-external feedback causing 
further medialisation of science (see also 
chapter 3.5) should be kept in mind.

3.4 Science Communication and 
Social Media

Social Media has long taken hold of science 
communication. Their use ranges from 
scientists communicating with each other 
to institutional communication of scien-
tific institutions of every kind. The field of 
science journalism as well seems hard to 
imagine without Social Media and other 
forms of communication made possible by 
digitisation.63 Users can convey their own 
journalistic products, but Social Media is 
primarily used for research and for guiding 
users to self-produced journalistic content 
on the internet (social traffic). In the mean-

62 Cf. also the talk by Anna Sauerbrey (Sauerbrey 2016). 
However, the take-up of the Causa debate service seems 
to be very low, according to the data on the website.

63 For more innovative forms of science reporting see, for 
example, “Substanz” magazine (www.substanzmagazin.
de), which promised, from its beginnings in November 
2014, to be the first magazine to cover each story with 
a digital mindset, and use all the techniques provided 
by the computer to best present these “stories from the 
heart of science”. However, already in the middle of 
2015 this new magazine faced financial difficulties.
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possibly aggravate this tendency, but 
above all they exacerbate the funding 
crisis in parts of independent journal-
ism – risking a “monopolistic shift in 
the market”.68

• Especially the large Social Media pro-
viders like Facebook provide content 
according to opaque technological 
rules, which, in the case of some mes-
sages, can lead to a credibility prob-
lem even for those publishing content 
there.

• For democratically relevant communi-
cation, not only the provision of mes-
sages, which Social Media platforms 
primarily provide, but also the con-
structive exchange about these mes-
sages to achieve formation of opinion 
and political will. This requires pro-
cessing messages (selection) and their 
classification (for example comment-
ing) or professional moderation.

• Participating in media without specific 
selection criteria requires special com-
municative knowledge and skills on 
the part of scientists, which many may 
not possess.

• The impact of communicated content 
can instantly be devalued by com-
ments, which often is hard to correct – 
the possibility of a debate slipping into 
a shitstorm is always present.

• Chatbots (social bots; see box) with par-
ticular interests can dominate debates 
and give completely misleading impres-
sions on the state of the debate.69

• The supposed freedom of publishing 
of private Social Media providers is 
not given. There is a hidden algorith-
mically induced control of part of the 
message by the platforms (for example 
the Facebook newsfeed or the Twitter 
timeline).

68 Lobigs 2016, 27. Already there, he speaks of “unassaila-
ble, monopolistic market advantages” of the respective 
providers and of an “increasingly also politically monop-
olistic shift of power”.

69 Against the background of the US elections and the 
intensified discussion about “Fake News”, in Süddeutsche 
Zeitung Evelyn Roll (2016) even demanded a ban of so-
cial bots, especially in election campaigns; cf. on the legal 
discussion about an “algorithmic police” also Lobe 2016.

forms in established media, which par-
tially adapt trends from Social Media 
and develop them further.66

• Communication is more direct and of-
ten quicker than with traditional me-
dia. The more personal and possibly 
more emotional approach (for exam-
ple in popular blogs) offers the poten-
tial for reporting “closer” to the every-
day life of the users.

• At least in some forms of Social Media, 
communication is more reciprocal, 
which requires prompt and appropri-
ate responses.

• Due to the rather informal character of 
communication and the potential par-
ticipation of all citizens a new culture 
of debate could be developed.

• While there are doubts as to the as-
sumption of a broader democratisa-
tion in the context of Social Media 
(especially if the goal is sophisticated 
and professional dialogue), at least 
expert dialogues may be expanded to 
expert-layperson-dialogues.

• Social Media opens up possibilities, for 
example of science quickly reacting to 
faulty reporting with corrections, but 
also for pointing out errors in scientific 
publications.67

These opportunities are contrasted with 
risks:
• Journalism and traditional mass me-

dia are institutions designed to be as 
independent as possible. Mass media 
messages thus are of great importance 
for science communication as well. 
While they still enjoy a great amount of 
trust, this is threatened in recent times. 
One sign is the sometimes targeted 
discrediting (Keyword “lying press”, 
see also chapter 2.2). Social Media can 

66 Of course, internal communication between profession-
al scientists can also take place on Social Media plat-
forms. In a discussion on a blog entry by Henning Lobin 
on the project blog “Wissenschaftskommunikation³” of 
the working group, a discussion of professional astrono-
mers regarding the “Big Bang Echo” (BICEP2 project) in 
a Facebook group was mentioned as an example.

67 See the platform RetractionWatch (http://retraction-
watch.com/).
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• The impact of private providers influ-
encing Social Media by algorithms may 
lead to “echo chambers” – resulting in 
the potential democratising effect be-
ing undermined and even in the cre-
ation of a counteracting effect: Com-
munication is structured according to 
certain opinions, fruitful controversies 
are generally avoided.

• Due to the low threshold for access 
to Social Media platforms it becomes 
easier for emotional communication 
(among others hate speech) and (in-
tentionally or unintentionally) for mis-
information to spread virally. While 
these can be seen as undesirable de-
velopments of Social Media in general, 
they may also lead to problems of cred-
ibility and trust for all participants. 
This is a particular risk for actors par-
ticipating in science communication.70

Against this background, the traditional dis-
tribution channels still remain relevant for 
institutions and actors from science. In ad-
dition to knowledge transfer and self-pres-

70 For this reason a number of providers disabled their 
comments function again; cf. Ellis 2015; The Coral 
Project 2016; LaBarre 2013; also Anderson et al. 2014.

entation, Social Media opens up new 
possibilities for developing and testing new 
forms of target group communication, dia-
logue, etc. Therefore, experiments in using 
Social Media providers are recommended, 
or alternatively, the systematic support and 
evaluation of existing experiments. This 
is the only way to evaluate whether and in 
which cases the gap between scientists and 
laypersons really has been reduced. Forms 
well-received by the public71 could then 
be permanently established. In addition, 
forms for improving the responsivity be-
tween scientists and (partial) publics could 
be developed and tested. In general, it has 
become essential, not just for science, but 
also for journalistic media as well, to use 
Social Media in order to draw attention to 
their own information services (social traf-
fic) – which, at the same time, leads or al-
ready has led to dependence on the large 
providers of Social Media platforms.72

71 According to a report by the National Academies of 
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (2016, 4-7), 
non-scientists are more likely to share scientific 
information if they arouse emotional reactions or are 
useful in one’s everyday life (for the respective study, cf. 
Milkman/Berger 2014).

72 WELT pointedly asked “Does Facebook make or break 
journalism?” (Praschl 2016).

Voices from expert testimonies 

Ambivalent evaluation of using Social Media for science communication

Social Media is good for conveying emotions and for influencing public opinion – in both a 
positive and a negative sense:
“Previously, I saw Twitter as an absurdity, as it was too abridged. […] [However,] with this 
short Twitter message he really created an atmosphere. […] I can distribute this atmosphere 
via such media and do not have to wait until a newspaper criticises this in some way. I can 
act proactively, which is why I would always want to use these tools.”
 Representative of the management level of a scientific organisation

Example for the creation or (culturally-specific) amplification of negative attitudes on specific 
technologies with effects on their funding and research.
“Also under the influence of Social Media, the image of the ‘burning water tap’ was spread, 
which one-sidedly influenced general opinion with regard to this technology, making an 
unbiased discussion in Germany impossible.”
 Representative of the management level of a scientific organisation
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3.5 Consequences of Digital Science 
Communication for Science

The developments of the digital public 
sphere and the transformation of interme-
diaries (both in general and specifically in 
science communication) analysed in previ-
ous chapters have consequences for science 
itself. The technological multi-optionality 
and openness of digital forms of science 
communication (especially on Social Me-
dia) also lead to fundamental transforma-
tions within science. Two developments 
should be specifically mentioned here: The 
lowering of the gatekeeper threshold in sci-
ence and science journalism, as well as the 
evaporating boundary between profession-
al and general audience. In both cases the 
range of what is observable and what can 
be influenced changes.

Gatekeeper threshold and quality control
Previously, inner-scientific communica-
tion and (science journalistic) media fea-
tured a gatekeeper threshold, which had 
to be crossed before scientific results or 
journalistic contributions were published. 
These gates provided a form of quality con-
trol, but also – a common criticism – a form 

73

Whenever scientific institutions use (old 
and new) channels for presenting their 
information in terms of formats mimick-
ing science journalism, these activities 
may – besides content-related problems 
– lead to decreased supply of such topics 
by journalistic media on the market – also 
because recipients interested in scien-
tific topics and showing a willingness to 
pay could become loyal to such new free 
services. Then, due to potentially further 
decreasing revenues, the possibilities of 
science journalism, both in independent 
and editorial contexts, are further get-
ting restricted. Another reduction of the 
number of employed and freelance sci-
ence journalists, partially moving to eco-
nomically more secure jobs in science PR, 
would have consequences for reporting on 
current events: In all likelihood, the pro-
fessional journalistic expert knowledge of 
editorial staff would decrease. However, 
an appropriately-sized, stable, and pro-
fessional culture of science journalism is 
of great importance to the whole science 
and educational system.

73 Lobe 2016.

Social bots (Chatbots): 

The term social bot describes software robots found on different Social Media platforms and 
performing diverse services, based on the interests of their programmers. For example, they 
are co-players in virtual worlds or communication partners in chatrooms. In many cases bots 
simulate the accounts and profiles customary to Social Media, which is why they are not im-
mediately identifiable as robots. In the context of (political) discourse on the internet, they 
can be used as automated mood-creators (“opinion robots”73), thereby manipulating the dis-
course. This (for example in contrast to advertorials or traditional advertising/propaganda) 
opens up a new dimension of manipulation, as users are under the impression of individual 
persons taking a position or recommending content, while the statements are actually pro-
duced by machines. At least 400’000 bots were active in the political discussion on the US 
presidential election on twitter – producing 20 percent of all thematically fitting tweets, 75 
percent of those with messages positive about Trump. According to an expert report pro-
duced for the working group, about ten percent of all accounts on Twitter are operated not by 
humans, but by programmes (cf. Lobin 2016).

Further Sources: Howard/Kollanyi 2016; Dönges 2016; Bessi/Ferrara 2016; Lobe 2016; Lobin 2017
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The boundary between professional and 
general audiences dissolves

A second boundary of differentiation also 
loses importance on the internet: The 
boundary between general and profes-
sional audience seems to become generally 
more diffuse, if it doesn’t dissolve alto-
gether. The general public gains enhanced 
insights and opportunities for participa-
tion through transparency: The (at least 
technological and organisational) access 
to scientific knowledge becomes easier, 
dialogues between citizens and science 
are easier to organise on the internet. The 
same is true for participation in research 
(Citizen Science) and its funding (Crowd-
sourcing). By this blurring between the two 
audiences, scientific discourse not only be-
comes directly observable from outside 
science, but can also be criticised directly. 
Although campaigns against individual 
scientists or scientific theses were present 
before the internet as well, these can now 
take place with broader effects. Reputable 
scientific arguments and pseudo-scientific 
arguments are often hard to distinguish by 
laypersons. The potentially increased visi-
bility of science is countered by the risk of 
losing this visibility in the mass of options 
(which are often easier to consume and/or 
distributed by advertising) on the internet. 
Another result may be for communica-
tion from science (including its originally 
inner-scientific areas) submitting to the 
dictates of higher speed and emotionalisa-
tion, even up to social desirability antici-
pated in Social Media.76

This is especially true when sci-
ence-external communication activities 
of scientists are captured by performance 
measures (also see the following box “Ex-
pert opinion for the working group”), 
based on the attention of the general 
 public (for example Twitter followers),  

76 The immediate reaction on Social Media could also have 
an influence on scientist’s decision on what they want to 
research (for example due to a shitstorm to be expect-
ed). This corresponds to a radicalisation of medialisa-
tion (cf. Weingart 2012).

of power of opinion. Both science journal-
ism and professional scientific publications 
have lost their gatekeeper monopoly on the 
internet. Publication decisions with poten-
tially broad reach can now in principle be 
made by all actors (self-publishing). Each 
layperson can blog on scientific topics, and 
all scientists can publish their own results 
and opinions. Beyond that, phases of sci-
entific acquisition of knowledge (Open Sci-
ence) and of journalistic production (Open 
Journalism), previously hidden from pub-
lic view, are being made transparent.

This increase in participation and 
transparency is countered by the loss of 
comprehensive quality control before (!) 
publication, which previously was per-
formed by peer review in science, and edi-
tors in journalism. However, mediators do 
not completely disappear on the internet, 
for there is still a need for orientation on 
the side of the audience.74 But such medi-
ation and selection services are no longer 
just performed by professional media for 
a general or professional audience, but 
also by scientists (Open Access, Open Peer 
Review) and the audience (Citizen Jour-
nalism) itself – or it is performed by algo-
rithms. Whether post-publication curation 
(see box on page 12) of possibly initially in-
correct or insufficiently secure information 
leads to the corrected scientific knowledge 
being collectively remembered or wheth-
er the original misinformation dominates 
permanently is still an open question. 
Previous analyses, however, are mainly 
causes for pessimism: “Many mechanisms 
cause false information to gain acceptance, 
which in turn generate false beliefs that, 
once adopted by an individual, are highly 
resistant to correction”, is how Del Vicario 
et al. summarise the state of research.75

74 Cf. Neuberger 2014.
75 Del Vicario et al. 2015. Scientific publications know for 

some time now that retracted articles continue being 
cited and sometimes even increasingly so (cf. Retraction 
Watch 2015). Research on refutation also shows the 
refuted information more likely to be remembered as 
true than its retraction or refutation (cf. Weingart et al. 
2017; Ecker et al. 2011).
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77

and which may compete with inner-scien-
tific reputation.78

On the part of the science system 
this may be further advanced by recognis-
ing response rates in (especially social) me-
dia as another performance measure (see 
box on altmetrics on page 40). Due to the 
responsivity expected of science commu-
nication, capacities of scientists originally 
destined for the research process may be 
relocated – which, in extreme cases, may 
lead to a misallocation of resources.79

Beyond the presented examples at 
the interface of inner-scientific and com-
munication geared towards the broader 
public (which is the focus of the present 
paper) there are a number of other effects 
of digitisation for inner-scientific commu-
nication, which cannot be addressed here. 
In summary it can be said, that in general 
the digital scientific public sphere is har-

77 Cf. on this and further estimates also the box on Social 
Bots on page 37.

78 Intra-scientific metrics like the impact factor are 
themselves highly problematic. (see page 44/45 and 
recommendation 5, page 46).

79 On the relationship between traditional metrics and 
Social Media cf. Liang et al. 2014.

Expert testimony for the working group (excerpt) 

Risks of using altmetrics for performance evaluation of science communication:
“If the calculation of such scores is also based on user behaviour, new avenues for manipula-
tion open up. Initial approaches can already be found on Social Media. A simple possibility is 
automating communication by so-called bots. It is estimated, that ten percent of all accounts 
on twitter are operated not by humans, but by programmes.77 In the field of science, this is 
easily realised with an inventory of quotes, links, and references, preferably to publications 
of an author, whose altmetrics scores are being increased in this way. Another possibility is 
the creating of entire groups of artificial accounts, communicating with each other, in order 
to generate, for example, mentions, references, and discussions on particular authors or 
publications. While it is possible to identify such spurious discussions by the course of the dis-
cussion, but adapting them to human behaviour will quickly be achieved in this area. For the 
providers of scientific Social Media platforms, this leads to the continuous task of countering 
a devaluation of the altmetric used, just as search engine providers are continuously fighting 
search engine optimisation, which generates higher scores for specific websites by similar 
means in order to place them higher on result lists.”
 Lobin 2016, p. 25.

bouring the same opportunities and risks 
previously identified for the digital public 
sphere in general.

Freedom: The internet can increase the 
freedom of science and of expression. At 
the same time, states and corporations 
can gain control over it.

Equality: While the internet, in prin-
ciple, opens up easy access to scientific 
knowledge and possibilities for citizens 
participating in science, here as well, a 
digital divide is looming.

Integration: Without a shared public 
space with equal institutional discourse 
norms and quality standards, a plurality 
of criteria and tools for generating and 
evaluating knowledge develops. Such plu-
ralisation may be perceived as increased 
freedom against pressures of integration, 
but scientifically dubious world views 
arise specifically in echo chambers, there-
by posing a danger.

Quality of information and discus-
sion: New forms of science communi-
cation – YouTube videos in the style of 
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Transparency: The audience achieves 
deeper insights into science and can in-
crease their participation, scientists and 
scientific institutions can directly appeal 
to the audience, bypassing journalistic 
gatekeepers. However, the blurring of the 
boundary with the professional scientific 
audience makes science more vulnera-
ble to unwarranted attacks or misunder-
standings.

science slams – are able to reach new, 
for example younger, target groups. Due 
to the lack of an institutional or journal-
istic quality control in professional and 
general audience, and due to new, in part 
unconventional forms, enforcing orienta-
tion on scientific or journalistic standards 
becomes harder. Scientists are possibly 
faced with campaigns; the discourse rules 
of science or journalism are suspended in 
large parts. However, the lack of evalua-
tion may also decrease psychological in-
hibitions for participation, which enables 
unusual subjects getting a chance to be 
published and debated.

Diversity: The new platforms create 
a variety of new forms of mediation. Al-
though increasing diversity is generally 
positive, (new) intermediaries of scien-
tific communication, that is the providers 
of network platforms and search engines, 
may achieve power of opinion, making de-
cisions based on their commercial goals. 
This may lead to increased discrimination 
of individual scientific disciplines, con-
troversial theories, and complex scientific 
messages compared with seemingly sim-
ple truths. This possibility of influencing 
becomes especially problematic where 
such intermediaries with their access to 
huge amounts of data are participating in 
science itself, like for example Google in 
medicine or artificial intelligence.

Altmetrics 

Altmetrics are quantitative tools for measuring the impact of research. In contrast to cita-
tion indexes (for example simple counting of citations, the journal impact factor, or the per-
son-centred h-index) altmetrics are not based on scientific citation databases, like Web of 
Science or Scopus, but on data generated on Web 2.0 by news media, Social Media, or online 
reference management programmes. These data may refer either to the publication or to 
a person as its author. Altmetrics consider not only scientific impact, but also the impact of 
research on society. There is some evidence for a correlation between traditional bibliometric 
measures and altmetrics, but only little research on the question of what they are actually 
measuring, and whether visibility in Social Media has the same meaning as citation impact.

Sources: Franzen 2015; Holmberg 2014
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Social Media came into society as a new, 
and initially often underestimated, tech-
nology and now revolutionise its com-
munication. The discrepancy is telling: 
The often quasi-monopolistic platform 
providers claim to be merely commer-
cial advertising companies, and use this 
label to disclaim most social responsibil-
ity, even though their power now reach-
es that of media in the sense of a “fourth 
estate” relevant under constitutional law. 
They promise undreamt-of possibilities 
with respect to reach, diversity, and indi-
vidual and temporal immediacy. Indeed, 
they offer – also to science communica-
tion – new and interesting opportunities 
for knowledge dissemination and the di-
alogue between science and society. At 
the same time, they represent a challenge, 
possibly even a threat, to one of the most 
important values of modern democratic 
societies: reflexive, moderated delibera-
tion, which only with constant recourse to 
sound knowledge is able to find compro-
mises between competing interests, and 
thus ultimately guarantee social cohesion. 
Against this background, the academies 
make the following recommendations.

Recommendations for political
decision-makers

Demand for regulation and intermediaries
Social Media, in conjunction with the dig-
itisation of society in general and digitisa-
tion of communication in particular, are 
among the central drivers of accelerated 
structural change of the public sphere, 
which is also relevant to science com-
munication and its public spheres. This 
structural change makes new spaces of 

interaction and information exchange 
available, expands the existing arenas of 
the public of mass media and the public of 
experts, and diffuses their boundaries, as 
well as the boundaries between primarily 
interest-driven and primarily truth-driv-
en communication committed to critical 
education. Furthermore, novel forms of 
selecting and presenting information be-
come possible, manifesting themselves 
in shifts in meaning between the general 
public and the public constituted by per-
sonal communication.

This development was driven by 
platforms enabling their users to exchange 
information in many different ways, but 
which also influence them in a stronger 
way than is commonly perceived: Com-
panies in partially monopolistic positions 
like Facebook (including WhatsApp and 
Instagram), Google (including YouTube), 
or Twitter are among these, but also spe-
cialised academic network platforms like 
ResearchGate and Academia.edu, as well 
as (much smaller) blog portals.80 Howev-
er, commercially-oriented intermediar-
ies or other media providers dominating 
this newly constituted public sphere or 
the field of “Science Communication 2.0” 
is quite undesirable from the point of 
view of society, unlike alternative forms 
of collectively-oriented communication 
(“Commons-based Peer Production”81). 
Wikipedia (funded by donations) or the 
blog portal hypotheses.org, funded by sev-
eral science-related institutions and foun-
dations are successful counterexamples in 
this spirit; large parts of the blogosphere 

80 Cf. among others van Noorden 2014.
81 Benkler/ Nissenbaum 2006.

4. Recommendations with Explanations
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on the internet and the role of platforms. 
Structural diversity on different plat-
forms, as it exists in broadcasting (dual 
broadcasting system), should be secured. 
Free access to markets of information, 
media, communication, and knowledge, 
without commercial direction through fil-
tering, need to be safeguarded (problem 
of the market-dominating position of in-
dividual search engines like Google etc.). 
The process of convergence between the 
media, IT, and telecommunication indus-
tries impacts the nationally organised, 
medium-sized press, as well as public 
broadcasting. Regulation thus needs to 
be technologically neutral (extending the 
concepts of media and programme).83

In principle the uncensored, free, 
and adequate access to all socially rele-
vant sources of information and knowl-
edge must be ensured for all citizens. For 
this, regulatory requirements for provid-
ers of platforms or search engines (for 
example with respect to filter algorithms) 
may be necessary. In addition, the newly 
developed industry needs to be urged to 
make their operations (for example with 
regard to data protection, copyright, in-
dicating advertisements, criteria for se-
lection and ranking, criteria for deleting 
posts, terms of use, general terms and 
conditions) transparent – particularly 
when individual data are demanded as 
quasi-payment for their services. Beyond 
government regulations, the industry 
needs to become socially responsible by 
itself and encouraged to adopt effective 
forms of self-regulation. The best way to 
do this are proven forms of co-regulation, 
as in the regulation of broadcasting. The 

83 This perspective is slowly establishing itself in media 
policy discussions. The report of the Bund-Länder-Kom-
mission zur Medienkonvergenz (June 2016) postulates 
such a need for action. Transparency regarding the 
interests of providers, freedom from discrimination 
with regard to access (securing communicative equality 
of opportunity), and preventing hegemonic power of 
opinion, should be legally protected. The founder and 
primary owner of Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg, faced 
with critique of his initial refusal to recognise the media 
character of his company, has by now acknowledged 
more responsibility; cf. the debate in the New York 
Times, Isaac 2016.

are non-commercial and committed to 
the ideal of a de-centralised sharing of 
information and opinion.82 Even though 
science communication is not the focus in 
these cases, it will be affected by any pos-
sible decision.

Whereas previously broadcasting 
licenses for electronic media (TV and ra-
dio stations) were coupled with strict con-
ditions, nowadays everyone is a potential 
broadcaster to the wider public. While 
this, on the one hand, accedes to the de-
mands of more direct democracy, it on 
the other hand enables concentration of 
media power and its abuse through the 
spread of disinformation and “fake news”. 
Until now, Social Media have not been 
regulated by media law in ways appropri-
ate to their journalistic importance. The 
regulations for journalistic-editorial con-
tent given by the Interstate Agreement on 
Broadcasting and Telemedia (Staatsver-
trag für Rundfunk und Telemedien) are 
mostly inapplicable here.

Recommendation 1: Apply media laws to 
regulate platforms and search engines
The structural change in public communi-
cation initiated by Social Media should be 
carefully analysed, regulated and accom-
panied by appropriate policy measures. 
Under conditions of media convergence, 
Social Media platforms possess power of 
opinion, and are to be included in regu-
latory practices accordingly. They should 
not be judged solely according to eco-
nomic and anti-trust criteria but have to 
be understood as journalistic publishers 
influencing the communicative freedoms 
protected by constitutional law.

Starting points to be pursued fur-
ther can be found in the observations and 
discussions by the media authorities of the 
federal states. Measurements of power of 
opinion should be adapted to the situation 

82 In Germany, the Bund-Länder-Kommission zur Medi-
enkonvergenz dealt with this, cf. Bund-Länder-Kommis-
sion 2016.
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need for coordinated political measures 
on the European and the global level, in-
stead of merely on the national level, is 
beyond dispute. However, political pro-
cesses of this kind require long periods 
of time and a small number of platform 
providers already occupy extremely mar-
ket-dominating positions. Thus measures 
on the national level, perhaps also in co-
operation with media authorities in the 
Federal States, need to be taken imme-
diately. Beyond this, the possibilities for 
creating or supporting public institutions 
/ intermediaries, which secure the public 
interest in a democratically adequate pro-
vision of knowledge and communication 
have to be examined. In this context, spe-
cific responsibilities can be transferred to 
public broadcasters.

In light of de facto monopoly po-
sitions of large internet companies and 
the resulting outlook, observers fear the 
danger of blatant market failures in the 
provision of internet information. This is 
especially true for the provision of gener-
al information, given the decline in print 
media caused by the internet platforms. 
This development has progressed most 
dramatically in the US, but there is no rea-
son to assume Europe and especially Ger-
many will not face the same development. 
As supply of information is an essential 
condition for a functioning democracy, 
the state should have a natural interest 
to safeguard it with regulatory measures. 
This applies to guaranteeing both the gen-
eral supply of information, and, more spe-
cifically, supplying the general public with 
information on scientific developments.84

Recommendation 2: Safeguard the 
independent supply of information on 
the internet
In order to make the information supply 
on the internet less dependent on the influ-
ence of individual providers, such as Goog-
le, Facebook, Twitter, etc. and to react to 

84 Cf. McChesney 2014; Pickard 2015.

the problem of filter bubbles (see page 24), 
the legislature, as well as policy-makers in 
the fields of media, education, and busi-
ness, have to develop long-term policies 
in collaboration with relevant actors (see 
below). Specifically, they should evaluate 
the legal, structural, and content-related 
possibilities of developing a journalisti-
cally independent nationwide platform 
for information and science communica-
tion, with content intelligible to a wider 
audience. This platform should aggregate 
information from different providers (for 
example general media, scientific journals, 
research institutes) on scientific results, 
evaluate them editorially, and make their 
origin transparent. The responsible edito-
rial staff has to work independently of gov-
ernment and scientific organisations under 
an editorial advisory board. The develop-
ment of such a platform has to ensure it is 
not directly competing with independent 
science journalism (for example through 
appropriate licensing models) but rather 
strengthening it. In addition to foundation 
grants, a form of financing (perhaps fol-
lowing models from public broadcasting) 
may be found on the basis of public funds, 
which previously financed (in parts quite 
inefficiently) measures of science mar-
keting.85 The legislature should call for an 
expert commission, consisting of repre-
sentatives of public broadcasters, publish-
ing houses, journalists associations, Social 
Media experts and representatives of sci-
ence PR (for example idw), the Science Me-
dia Center, scientific institutions, as well as 
schools and other educational institutions, 
in order to examine the actual feasibility 
and, if necessary, the planning and forma-
tion of such a platform. This expert com-
mission has to deal with legal questions 
(for example the aggregation of third-party 
content), possible economic effects on the 
business model of private-sector science 
journalism, as well as the specific techno-

85 A role model for parts of the recommended approach 
could be the Swiss platform Zora (Zentrum Öffentlicher 
Raum des Schweizerischen Städteverbandes): http://
www.zora-cep.ch/.
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and content, the (partially obvious) pre-
vious deficits in science reporting and the 
respective editorial structure, especially in 
current formats with wide reach, should 
be evaluated. Scientific organisations can 
contribute to this. Undue influence on 
actual programming in order to advance 
particular interests (for example by repre-
sentatives of individual universities or oth-
er scientific organisations in the advisory 
boards) should be avoided; instead the goal 
is the articulation and assertion of the pub-
lic interest in reliable factual information, 
especially by public media.

Recommendation 3: Strengthen the 
education and information mandates of 
public broadcasting
Public broadcasting remains indispensa-
ble for the elementary provision of infor-
mation and knowledge for all of society. It 
needs to be enabled to increasingly pro-
vide targeted services, also within the field 
of science communication and as well as 
online. For science journalism to be more 
widely used in information services pro-
vided by public broadcasting, the extent 
to which public institutions can establish 
their own platforms (see recommenda-
tion 2) for science-related information, 
for example in cooperation with European 
public broadcasters and other partners, 
should be evaluated. In light of their spe-
cial responsibility, guaranteed funding, 
and long-term guarantee of maintenance 
and development, public broadcasters 
should cultivate and expand their jour-
nalistic services on the topics of science, 
technology, and medicine, as part of cur-
rent affairs, beyond programming aimed 
at particular (or even minority) targets. 
We recommend stronger connections of 
main programming with cross-media ser-
vices, especially with respect to a younger 
target demographic.86 We recommend the 
relevant bodies and especially the scien-

86 It should be pointed out that this may affect fundamen-
tal debates on the Federal and State level regarding the 
tasks, structures, and work of public media providers 
and the respective legal framework.

logical elements of such a platform (for 
example the implementation and market-
ing of a search engine based on scientific 
knowledge, or of a Social Media network 
enabling improved discoverability beyond 
search engine monopolists like Google), in 
depth. This recommendation should also 
be seen against the background of a pos-
sible medium-term market failure in large 
parts of publisher-based scientific report-
ing (see tables 1 and 2 in the appendix). In 
such a case, at the latest, this would need 
to be countered by a preventative concept, 
at least reducing the strong dependence on 
providers of platforms and search engines 
(mostly located outside of Europe).

Future role of journalism
The key function of journalism for a work-
ing democracy, especially in the digital 
age, is affirmed, and also protected by the 
constitution. The same is true of science 
journalism, whose importance in mod-
ern knowledge societies continues to be 
the critical observation of science and its 
interaction with other social fields and es-
pecially with politics. In this (primarily) 
private sector journalistic media and pub-
lic media need to be distinguished.

In the latter case, the crisis of sci-
ence journalism, observable in recent 
years, suggests the responsible bodies 
(broadcasting boards, state media author-
ities) should further specify the program-
ming mandate of public broadcasting. On 
the part of the legislature, these bodies 
should be strengthened in order for them 
to increasingly enable and demand adher-
ence to appropriate guidelines. On the one 
hand, this includes strengthening their ed-
ucation and information mandates in rela-
tion to the entertainment mandate (which 
in times of a very diverse supply in the dig-
ital age seems less pressing). On the other 
hand, more representatives of the sciences 
need to be included in such bodies, where 
they are underrepresented in terms of the 
social importance of science and research. 
By means of empirical analysis of structure 
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tists represented there to wholeheartedly 
support such efforts. The education and 
information mandates are to be strength-
ened in relation to the entertainment 
mandate.87

Current developments in the recep-
tion of media, especially the loss of attention 
incurred by traditional media, sometimes 
led to dramatic effects for journalism fund-
ing by advertisements and paying cus-
tomers (cf. regarding the development of 
circulation of selected weekly publications 
for example table 2 in the appendix, page 
58). By now the field of science journalism, 
which in some segments was quite stable 
until recently, experiences similar devel-
opments.88 The Social Media platforms 
do not provide science journalism in the 
sense of producing journalistic and edito-
rial content.89 However, journalistic media 
are now dependent on these platforms for 
distribution of their services (for the reach 
of Social Media services see table 3 in the 
appendix). This relation of dependency is 
a problem for journalistic media (see chap-
ter 3.4); accordingly alternative models 
of funding to support independent jour-
nalism are called for. There is discussion 
among media economists whether to treat 
information produced by the news media 
as a public good, due to its importance for 
opinion-forming and controlling processes 
in a democracy. This would lead to specific 
consequences for government regulation 
beyond market mechanisms.90

87 Cf. on this the report “Legitimation und Auftrag des 
öffentlich-rechtlichen Fernsehens in Zeiten der Cloud” 
by Dörr et al. 2016: http://www.zdf.de/ZDF/zdfportal/
blob/45517114/5/data.pdf.

88 On the development of circulation numbers of knowl-
edge magazines cf. Beck/ Dogruel 2016, page 9 ff., and 
table 1 (page 58).

89 Social Media platforms can take over quasi-journalistic 
functions, for example the pre-selection of news by 
Facebook and Google, cf. Lilienthal 2016; Bell 2016. 
Until quite recently most providers of Social Media plat-
forms denied this quasi-journalistic role and described 
themselves purely as technology providers.

90 Cf. Pickard 2015, 213 ff. For example, in January 
2017, the State Parliament of North Rhine-Westphalia 
prepared a motion for a resolution to consider altering 
the fiscal code on state and federal level, and even take 
the initiative if necessary, in order to create or improve 
a framework for not-for-profit journalistic activity (cf. 
Landtag Nordrhein-Westfalen 2017).

Recommendation 4: Support science 
journalism following the model of 
 research funding
Against the backdrop of digitisation and 
continuously weakening funding models, 
numerous segments of science journalism 
are entering a precarious situation. Thus, 
foundations and the government should 
evaluate further possibilities of funding 
and support, starting from the principle 
of media-produced information being a 
„public good“.91 Funding decisions could 
follow models of research funding (fund-
ing of quality journalism on the basis of 
expert/jury decisions with significant in-
volvement of journalists and their trade 
associations, similar to film and schol-
arship funding). Government measures 
in the fields of information and commu-
nication, that is in the entire media and 
communication sector, are fundamentally 
problematic with respect to democratic 
theory. Still, in the spirit of cost-neutral 
redistribution, the (co-)funding of gov-
ernment-independent foundations, them-
selves initiating and evaluating funding 
measures is conceivable. Here, as well, the 
funding principles of science can be used 
as a model.

Recommendations for the scientific 
community

Science organisations and performance 
measurement
Scientists in universities and research 
institutions are increasingly subject to 
performance measurement regimens 
(for example citation indices, impact 
factors, h-index), intended to represent 
science-internal communication. These 
performance measures have led to goal 
displacements in the behaviour of scien-

91 Cf. Pickard 2015 and the literature given there on 
page 213, footnote 4; cf. also McChesney 2014, 7: „[I]n 
democratic nations, journalism subsidies tend to make 
the press more diverse and dissident and critical of the 
government in power. Like education, it is a public good, 
and, as with education, the more resources that are devot-
ed to it, the better it will be, everything else being equal.“
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tists, for example the so-called “salami 
slicing” of publications.92

Recently, requests from politicians 
for scientists to communicate to the gener-
al public, have led to a search for analogical 
measures, mainly focused on registering 
attention in Social Media (altmetrics). The 
political support for orienting themselves 
to (undifferentiated) attention is particu-
larly appealing to scientists, as it seems to 
match the mandate for transparency and 
accountability required in a democracy. 
However, the reduction of this mandate to 
maximising mere attention in fact means 
a perversion to be counteracted. Meas-
ures like “reads” on ResearchGate (sci-
ence-internal attention) and the number 
of “followers” on Facebook (science-ex-
ternal attention) are informally used as 
performance measures and blended in an 
undifferentiated fashion.93 In Germany 
the establishment of new platforms94 and 
correlated measures of attention can al-
ready be predicted. The unreflected use of 
such measures, untested for possible unin-
tended consequences, may lead to further 
shifts in objectives, such that media popu-
larity may attain a significance compara-
ble to inner-scientific reputation, or even 
surpassing it, thereby calling into question 
the quality standards of science.95

Recommendation 5: Avoid false incen-
tives in science communication
Scientific organisations and funding insti-
tutions are called upon to carefully con-
sider unintended side effects and possible 
dysfunctions when providing incentives 
for communication of research results 
and for communicating with the public. 
There should be intensive promotion of 
research on developing sensitive indica-
tors, encouraging responsible commu-
nicative behaviour.

92 Cf. Butler 2010.
93 Cf. Van Noorden 2014, 127.
94 Cf. for example the statements regarding The Conversa-

tion (p. 33) and Bruns 2017.
95 Cf. also American Sociological Association 2016.

Self-mediated science communication 
and Science PR
Also on Social Media, science journalism 
and self-mediated science communication 
by scientists / science PR do not represent 
functional journalistic equivalents, but in-
stead fulfil complementary, in some cases 
even unique functions.96 They should ac-
cordingly not be played off against each 
other. There are, beyond individual cases,97 
generally no sufficient indications for tar-
geted and systematic attempts at substi-
tuting scientific journalism for other forms 
of science communication. At the same 
time, the respective services compete for 
the same attention market, especially in 
the digital age. This leads to a dilemma: 
On the one hand, science journalism, fac-
ing free alternative offers from science, has 
to continue reasonably operating under 
changed market conditions, which itself is 
in the long-term interest of science. On the 
other hand, the new media possibilities of 
self-mediated communication via internet 
and Social Media can be used for direct 
forms of science communication with, for 
example, younger users, increasingly less 
reachable by journalistic media (substitut-
ing function). Additionally, (science) jour-
nalists are among the groups of multipliers 
easily reachable via Social Media.

Publishing elaborate knowledge 
magazines as printed products or corre-
sponding digital operations (for example 
expensive image videos) of individual re-
search institutions seems quite inefficient 
in such a competitive market, and also in 
the face of considerable costs. Due to the 
limited amount of media reception by 
potential recipients, they can also inten-
sify or cause the aforementioned substitu-

96 Cf. for example Kohring 2005, p. 113–119.
97 An example for such a singular action was the retail sale 

of the Leibniz society print journal. In September 2012, 
the research organisation placed their “Journal” at 400 
airports and train stations – next to magazines like 
“GEO” and “Spektrum der Wissenschaft” – for a retail 
price of three Euro. According to the former spokes-
person, the print run was 19’000 strong, while only 126 
magazines were actually sold. The retail experiment was 
thus canceled after four issues, and free distribution was 
expanded instead. 
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moods, and tendencies and react to those. 
Without a professional strategy, good 
moderation, and appropriate resources, 
benefits will remain marginal; in some cas-
es the effects to be expected may even be 
counterproductive.98 Further considera-
tion needs to be given to the effects of filter 
bubbles and echo chambers (see pages 23 
and 24) on this form of communication. 
Topics, which some years ago would have 
appeared marginal, can develop into veri-
table communication crises (for example 
militant animal rights activists using So-
cial Media shitstorms to call for violence 
against scientists). Professional science PR 
enables participation in the work practic-
es and results of science and thus creates 
and promotes trust in science (and not just 
individual institutions). It advises and un-
burdens scientists in the case of shitstorms 
and communication crises in general.

Recommendation 6: Evaluate costs and 
benefits of institutional science commu-
nication formats
Appropriate offers for media training 
courses should make it easier for interest-
ed scientists to find their way into classical 
media and the use of Social Media. An ob-
ligation for such communication, however 
it is devised, should be avoided in princi-
ple (freedom of science etc.). In order to 
counter a spread of the media logic to the 
core tasks of research and teaching – for 
example through misallocation of resourc-
es (staff, material, technical equipment, 
space) – further internal mechanisms to 
counter such developments have to be 

98 Cf. the assessment of Beck/Dogruel 2016, 45: “The 
supply side itself also seems in need of further research, 
especially with regard to the activities and resource 
management of PR in universities and other research 
institutions. There are many signs that the over-
whelming part of resources and content is not geared 
towards science communication (meaning conveyance 
of knowledge), but rather strategic organisational 
communication aimed at reputation and acceptance. We 
are not concerned with the normative question, whether 
this leads to undesirable developments in the system 
of science (for which there is some evidence), but the 
simple question of whether current structures and 
strategies are compatible with the idea of self-mediated 
science communication being or possibly being a func-
tional equivalent for science journalism in the future. 
Our provisional answer is very skeptical, however, more 
research is needed.”

tion effects at the expense of journalistic 
products, thereby worsening the already 
difficult situation of science journalism fi-
nanced by its readers. In contrast to this, 
cross-institutional platforms (like “The 
Conversation”, well-known in several 
countries) have a higher efficiency, how-
ever, the problem of substitution is even 
more severe in their case. In general, re-
search institutions should evaluate which 
option offers the best cost-benefit ratio 
for each form of science communication: 
Using classic journalistic multipliers, a 
cooperation of research institutions (even 
competing ones) on the same topic, or in-
dividual direct communication geared to-
wards a specific target group. 

Since science-related content faces 
increasing competition by the diversity 
of Social Media, the ability of scientists 
to determine science communication and 
science PR should not be overestimated. 
Given the high level of sophistication (for 
example with regard to comprehension) 
expected by many services offered by sci-
ence, the ability to directly communicate 
to a broader public may in many cases be 
lower than that of professional mass me-
dia science journalism. A liberation from 
the logic of media, that is the demands of 
journalistic selection and presentation, 
should not be expected even for direct 
communication. On the contrary: Further 
incorporation of this media logic by scien-
tific organisations, or at least their PR de-
partments, should be expected, favouring 
especially popular topics and disciplines 
in external communication.

Using Social Media as a comple-
mentary form of communication is par-
ticularly useful for research institutions for 
achieving a direct dialogue with the target 
groups or even reaching additional ones. 
It allows users to ask questions, give feed-
back in the form of comments or “likes” 
and share content with others. Institutions 
are given chances for answering early on, 
as well as identifying misunderstandings, 
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established. The measures of self-mediat-
ed science communication and their use 
of resources should always (and perhaps 
more strictly than previously) be sub-
ject to strategic planning and cost-ben-
efit-analysis (also see the guidelines for 
good science PR) in order to use public 
funds more economically. Against this 
background, for example the publishing 
of printed magazines, as well as the use of 
every additional new digital (for example 
video) channel, have to be evaluated.

In choosing appropriate communi-
cation channels, the aspect of differential 
credibility also needs to be considered. 
Science PR and direct communication of 
scientists are subject to different credi-
bility requirements than commercial PR 
communication. Especially in so far as 
self-mediated institutional science com-
munication as knowledge communication 
(oriented on the ideal of a truth communi-
cation) complementarily supplements the 
complex of media relations and science 
journalism, or even substitutes it for spe-
cific audience subgroups, credibility is a 
central as well as a scarce resource.99

Credibility is based, among other 
things, on transparency, in this case the 
disclosure of sources and their interests. 
The novel possibility of (potentially wide) 
direct communication creates a new jour-
nalistic responsibility with regard to in-
tegrity in presenting research results. 
As Social Media business models rely on 
commercial advertisement, this becomes 
even more crucial. The advertising in-
dustry has an interest in fusing journal-
istic and advertising content, in order to 
increase authenticity and thus credibility 
(so-called native advertising). All institu-
tional PR strategies primarily serving the 
particular interests of specific individual 
organisations competing for reputation 
or even research funding (oriented on the 
ideal of reputation communication), are 

99 Cf. Schäfer 2016.

easily perceived as tainted sources, whose 
science communication may be contam-
inated by organisational interests. They 
often suffer from a credibility deficit, pos-
sibly impeding the credibility of scientists 
and the scientific institution concerned. 
This can only be countered with transpar-
ency regarding sources.100

Responsible science PR thus also 
means protecting one’s own institution 
or individual scientists from possible 
negative consequences (such as loss of 
credibility) of communication without in-
tegrity, merely geared towards short-term 
visibility. In general, scientific institutions 
and science PR have to establish a new 
culture of responsibility in science com-
munication, as already partially outlined 
by the guidelines for good science PR.

Recommendation 7: Separate fact-
based science communication and 
science marketing
The growing possibilities of direct com-
munication with the final user, without 
prior assessment and selection by (ideal-
ly) science-independent journalists and 
editorial staff lead to new responsibilities 
for self-mediated science communication. 
The press and public relations work of 
science organisations needs to be identi-
fiable as institutional communication, for 
example in the spirit of advertisement and 
paid special supplements to journalistic 
printed media being identifiable as such 
(press code, section 7). Confusion with 
independent journalistic science commu-
nication is to be avoided at all costs. Scien-
tists have to be transparent in their Social 
Media communication, as to which roles 
they are taking (scientific expert, teacher, 
representative of individual or institution-
al interests). In any case, the standards 
of scientific integrity and quality control 

100 Cf. Meier/Reimer 2011. The authors discuss the 
transparency mandate primarily for journalism and 
also refer to risks for journalistic objectivity. On the re-
lationship between transparency and trust on internet 
communication, among others, cf. Ibid.
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Recommendation 8: Develop a code of 
conduct for the web and Social Media
We recommend the development of pro-
posals for a quality-oriented code of con-
duct for information on the internet and 
especially on Social Media.102 It should be 
developed independently of institutions or 
associations, with involvement of the So-
cial Media community and its own rules 
(“Netiquette 2.0”), as well as professional 
and quality standards of science (for ex-
ample good scientific practice, publica-
tion standards in scientific journals) and 
journalism (for example good scientific 
practice, press code). This aims at creating 
transparency and closing gaps not yet cov-
ered by self-regulation, and which cannot 
be covered by (for example legal) regula-
tion. Such a code of conduct should meet 
at least the standards customary for such 
regulations on safeguarding transparency 
and declaring conflicts of interest and in-
stitutional affiliations of the respective au-
thors, and the funding of projects, as well 
as citing sources, and further standards for 
certifying providers or content with appro-
priate “quality labels” or the like (in some 
areas such quality labels are already being 
tested – for example afgis for health web-
sites). Possibilities and broadly applicable 
methods for verifying the authenticity of 
contributions (for example identifying con-
tributions by so-called social bots) should 
be further discussed and expedited.

Science communication has differ-
entiated itself and expanded, both under 
the influence of political steering of sci-
ence (through, among others, increasing 
competition of scientific institutions for re-
sources) and of digitisation. Ideally, espe-
cially institutional science communication 
advises and unburdens scientists in the 
efficient use of their (public) communica-
tion, especially with respect to new digital 

102 The following possible actors could be examples: 
ombudspersons of scientific institutions, repre-
sentatives of Siggener Kreis, netzwerk recherche, 
Wissenschafts-Pressekonferenz, Presserat, Stiftung 
Warentest, representatives of platform providers, 
representatives of re:publica, and of scientific blogs.

have to be met in external communication 
as well (cf. recommendation 1- 4 by WG 
WÖM1). In contrast to tendencies towards 
consolidation in “departments for public 
relations and marketing”, in the spirit of 
transparency, PR and press departments 
or departments for science communi-
cation have to be (once again) clearly 
separated from marketing departments 
acting according to advertising industry 
standards; comparable to the structural 
separation of editorial staff and advertis-
ing department in journalistic publishing 
houses. In the case of universities, bodies 
primarily responsible for science commu-
nication in its original sense, rather than 
“reputation communication” could be put 
under the control of the senate or a com-
parable controlling body101, instead of the 
head of the institution, as is already the 
case with other commissions (for example 
for safeguarding good scientific practice) 
acting independently of the particular in-
terests of the individual institution. At the 
very least, such a separation has to be vis-
ible from the outside in the activities, op-
erating procedures, and products. Thus, 
scientific institutions should, where ever 
possible, not make use of the possibilities 
of native advertising.

Rules for and evaluation of honest sci-
ence communication
The academies play a special role among 
the scientific organisations, as they are 
less subject to demands of profile raising 
than university and research institutions, 
and can take on a more neutral and con-
ciliatory position between them. They are 
thus credible, their positions carry nor-
mative weight both within science and ex-
ternally to the public and political actors. 
From this results an increased responsi-
bility of the academies to take on this role 
in questions of science communication or 
the supply of the public with reliable in-
formation from and related to science in 
the most independent way possible.

101 Cf. on this also Wormer 2016.
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challenges (cf. page 37). The growing num-
ber of actors in science PR and the differ-
entiation of functions neither contributed 
to increased quality of science communica-
tion in all cases, nor is their commitment to 
the common good guaranteed. It is thus in 
the interest of science communication or-
ganisations to monitor these developments 
closely and protect them against abuse.

Recommendation 9: Promote technologi-
cal impact assessment of digital media
In light of a rapidly transforming science 
communication, its observation and eval-
uation should be permanently institution-
ally embedded within the sciences (for 
example at the academies) – as part of a 
long-term technological impact assess-
ment of digital media on the communica-
tion and opinion-forming processes in a 
democratic society dependent on reliable 
scientific knowledge.

Scientists as Experts
Traditionally, the code of conduct of sci-
ence included an avoidance of public 
communication (especially with regard to 
self-advertising) as well as publicly voic-
ing political positions. This abstinence, 
geared towards guaranteeing scientific 
neutrality, has to be reconsidered and 
adapted to the changed social and tech-
nological conditions: The mandate of 
scientific neutrality is valid as ever, but 
scientists are called upon to show social 
(and political) commitment and maintain 
communication with the public on scien-
tific topics and scientific practice. They 
accordingly have to help shape public dis-
course through their expert opinions, but 
also be able to express themselves as ac-
tive citizens. Transparency about the role 
occupied at each time is desirable.

Recommendation 10: Strengthen public 
communication and demarcate disam-
biguate roles
Scientists are encouraged to introduce 
their expert knowledge into public dis-
courses and political debates, thereby ex-

ercising their social responsibility. Here, 
Social Media opens up special opportuni-
ties for reaching especially younger target 
groups. They also have the technical po-
tential for desirable multi-directional in-
teraction of scientists, press offices, and 
the public. In this, the principles of integ-
rity in communication and good practice 
in science communication (cf. recommen-
dation 8, as well as recommendation 3 
from 2014) have to be observed, and re-
sponsible use has to be made of the avail-
able time and financial resources, beyond 
actual scientific practice. Furthermore, in 
order to avoid endangering the credibility 
of science itself, the role in which scien-
tists and especially scientific officials take 
part in the debate (for example as expert, 
teacher, private person, representative of 
a research institution) has to be clear at all 
times.

Recommendations for educational 
organisations and educational policy

Media competence and evaluation of 
sources
The introduction of the internet and So-
cial Media, especially the speed of their 
spread as new technologies, and their ef-
fects on society and political institutions 
have been dramatically misjudged by pol-
itics, the public, but in parts also by sci-
entific actors. This particularly concerns 
the topics of trust in communication and 
responsible use of data. The everyday use 
of smartphones and social networks, the 
connected aggregation of data tracks, and 
the recording of behavioural patterns led 
to profound changes in behaviour, with-
out their long-term effects for social cohe-
sion having received sufficient reflection 
yet.103

103 In the last few years, there have been isolated activities 
like the “Day of media competence” at the State Parlia-
ment of North Rhine-Westphalia (www.tagdermedien-
kompetenz.de), which was revived following a break of 
some years. On the situation of media competence of 
US pupils cf. Stanford History Education Group 2016. 
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Recommendation 11: Improve media 
competence and evaluation of sources 
in schools and other educational organ-
isations
Information on Social Media can often be 
hard to attribute to sources. At the same 
time, abilities to evaluate sources (for ex-
ample media brands) with regard to their 
trustworthiness are decreasing. For this 
reason, we recommend massive meas-
ures (for example the development of 
appropriate curricula) for acquiring and 
improving digital media competences 
and evaluation of sources in schools and 
university, but also in vocational educa-
tion, trainings, and further education. In 
this, methods for evaluating information 
from different sources and intermedi-
aries need to be conveyed, and an un-
derstanding of the workings of different 
digital media, as well as its selection and 
aggregation criteria needs to be created. 
Aspects of data and privacy protection in 
using digital media also need expanded 
consideration.104 The federal and state 
governments, but also organisations op-
erating private educational institutions 
and community colleges, are called upon 
equally.

Recommendations for research

With regard to many of the issues raised, 
there are no or insufficiently reliable 
empirical results. Research projects on 
the internet and Social Media have com-
menced in many places, but the transfor-
mations are so rapid and profound that 
research needs exceed capacities. This 
leads to many of the statements and rec-
ommendations expressed in this paper 
having only provisional character. Espe-
cially the social and political sciences, as 
well as communication and media studies 
are, often in cooperation with comput-
er science, technology, and engineering, 

104 Cf. also di Fabio 2016; Schweizer Jugendbarometer 
2016.

called upon to meet this demand. For this, 
they need to reorient themselves accord-
ingly and adapt their agendas with re-
gard to content and timing. Conventional 
programmes for funding research, where 
the idea of the proposal and the comple-
tion of the project may be years apart, are 
regularly running risks of lagging behind 
current developments in digital commu-
nication, and only being able to reproduce 
them afterwards. Not least for this reason, 
the Federal Ministry of Education and Re-
search is planning a “German Internet In-
stitute”, expected to become operational 
in 2017.105

Recommendation 12: Further research 
on the effects of digital media and es-
tablishing of responsive funding lines
The working group postulates consider-
able demand for further research on the 
workings and effects of digital media on 
science communication and provides a 
catalogue of relevant topics. With regard 
to research funding, the establishment 
of funding lines (like for example pos-
sibilities of “rapid grant application”) 
with funding duration, funding scope, 
and speed of funding decision, enabling 
research to keep pace with the extreme 
dynamism in the field of public communi-
cation, is recommended.

Research needs

There is too little reliable empirical 
knowledge on the importance of Social 
Media and further digital possibilities of 
communication in and for science com-
munication in many areas, as well as on 
their impact. There is urgent demand for 
research in at least the following cases:

105 Cf. BMBF 2016. “The aim of the planned institute is 
to better understand digitisation and harness it for 
the common good of society. For this, intensive, inter-
disciplinary research on the societal, economic, legal, 
and political aspects of digitisation, on the basis of a 
profound understanding of technological development, 
is needed.“
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• While there are regular and reliable 
surveys on the prevalence and use of 
Social Media in the population, there 
is little reliable research on its preva-
lence among scientists and profession-
al communicators in universities and 
research institutions. A regularly re-
peated survey on this is desirable.

• Representative empirical surveys on 
the use of scientific content in differ-
ent online arenas106 are desirable: How 
are people confronted with scientific 
knowledge, what importance is given 
to different communicators and forms 
of presentation, especially for attribut-
ing credibility?

• Assigning relevance to and certifying 
publicly available information, a task 
previously and for a long time the re-
sponsibility of journalists, is now per-
formed by other actors as well. To what 
extent can selection and sharing be-
haviour be described in terms of clas-
sical news factors – and if so, by which 
one? (Possibly relevance as a news 
factor plays a lesser role compared to 
entertainment value.)

• Given the structural principles of in-
termediaries, there is urgent research 
demand for the effects of algorithmic 
filtering, automatic content genera-
tion, and information personalisation. 
How significant are scientific sources 
in the information repertoires of Social 
Media users? Scientific results on how 
academically specialised intermediar-
ies are contributing to a widening or 
narrowing of information sources, for 
example by algorithmically strength-
ening disciplinary echo chambers, are 
lacking.

• Complementary to this, the ques-
tion of how disinformation and/or 
pseudo-scientific theories and claims 
spread and last, while bypassing 
former gatekeepers, needs to be re-
searched.

106 On the differentiation between different arenas cf. the 
expert opinion by Schmidt 2017.

• The development of new, widely ap-
plicable measures and technological 
methods for verifying and examining 
the source and authenticity of digital 
information in Social Media (for ex-
ample identifying bots in tweets), but 
also in texts, sounds, and images gen-
erally is an urgent desideratum for re-
search.107

• The consequences of a progressively 
lessening impact of journalistic report-
ing (on science) on the formation of 
public opinion and the spread of sci-
ence-related information is an open 
task for research, as well as the pos-
sible investigation of alternatives and 
countermeasures to this development.

• Analogous to large education studies 
(PISA, TIMMS) and/or possibly in 
connection with those the systematic 
collection of media competences and 
source evaluation skills of pupils, train-
ees, and students, as well as the devel-
opment of efficient tools and methods 
for strengthening such competences 
are needed. Similar approaches should 
be used for training teachers and gen-
eral adult education.

107 Against the background of current software devel-
opment – for example the “VoCo” project by Adobe 
(“Photoshop for audio”) –, which “can form words and 
sentences in the voice of an arbitrary person” (cf. Boie 
2016), this is no longer just true for images and text, 
but also for the verification of audio documents.
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On the 2014 Recommendations

communication – and thereby take up 
the 1998 recommendations by Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) for “se-
curing scientific best practice”, a form of 
scientific self-regulation which achieved 
general consensus. The “Leitlinien zur 
guten Wissenschafts-PR” (Guidelines for 
good science PR) were presented on the 
15th of April 2016 in Berlin.109 The scien-
tific academies united in the Union of the 
German Academies of Sciences and Hu-
manities recognised the guidelines approv-
ingly and pledged their commitment. For 
example, the Berlin Brandenburg Academy 
of Sciences (BBAW) adopted the guidelines 
in early 2016 and made them available to 
its members. In the summer of 2016, the 
board of the German National Academy 
of Sciences also introduced the guidelines 
and arranged for them being provided to 
its 1’500 members. The Executive board 
of acatech recognised the guidelines for 
good science PR approvingly and acknowl-
edges them as an appropriate standard 
for institutional communication by acat-
ech. The academy advises its members to 
espouse the guidelines as well. Informa-
tionsdienst Wissenschaft (idw) also com-
mitted to the guidelines in March 2016.110 

Regarding recommendation 3 
(2014): The resolution “Wissenstransfer 
in die Mediengesellschaft: Situationsan-
alyse und Orientierungshilfen”111 by the 

109 Bundesverband Hochschulkommunikation 2015; In-
itiative Qualität von Hochschulkommunikation 2016; 
Weißkopf 2015.

110 Cf. on this the recommendation in the position paper 
2014: “As a first step the topic should be discussed 
at, for example, the yearly meeting of spokespersons 
of idw member institutions. The criteria for the idw 
award for “best press release of the year” should also 
be adapted in this regard.“

111 Hochschulrektorenkonferenz 2013.

The June 2014 position paper “On De-
signing Communication between the Sci-
entific Community, the Public and the 
Media” shows members of the working 
group of the academies making recom-
mendations for the scientific community, 
for politics and society, and the media (see 
box on page 16). In the spirit of sustain-
ability, a short overview of how far these 
recommendations have been implement-
ed by now is in order (while noting, that 
a causal connection cannot be inferred in 
each case). Furthermore, the following 
presentation merely gives examples and 
does not claim to be exhaustive.

Implementation and developments 
in the context of science:

Regarding Recommendation 1 
(2014)108: The imperative of “integrity in 
science communication” demanded by the 
2014 position paper has been taken up by 
scientific actors in a number of activities. 
The role of Siggener Kreis, founded by Bun-
desverband Hochschulkommunikation 
and Wissenschaft im Dialog, and primarily 
consisting of representatives of science PR, 
should be highlighted. This group already 
developed a first paper in parallel (and al-
ready in exchange) with the first working 
group of the academies. In the following, 
with participation of journalists and par-
tially advised by members of the working 
group of the academies, this was further 
expanded to become “Leitlinien für gute 
Wissenschafts-PR”. These guidelines state 
demands for actors in institutional science 

108 On the wording of the recommendations of 2014, see 
box page 16.
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University Rectors’ Conference affirms the 
commitment of universities to knowledge 
transfer in the face of important technolog-
ical and social changes and highlights the 
importance of Social Media. Discussions 
on this topic also took place at Wissen-
schaftsrat. The position paper “Wissens- 
und Technologietransfer als Gegenstand 
institutioneller Strategien” supports the 
demands of the working group of the acad-
emies to clearly label institutional com-
munication formats of universities and 
research institutions as such.112 The recom-
mendations of the academies on integrity 
in communication were also discussed in 
the jury of the DFG communicator award, 
as well as in some university commissions 
in securing good scientific practices.

Implementation and developments 
in the context of politics and social 
agents:

Regarding recommendation 6 
(2014): In October 2015, a public expert 
discussion of the “Ausschuss für Bildung, 
Forschung und Technikfolgenabschätzu-
ng” (Parliamentary Committee for Educa-
tion, Research, and Technological Impact 
Assessment) on the topic “Stand und Per-
spektiven der Wissenschaftskommuniak-
tion” (State and Perspectives of Science 
Communication) took place, which was 
influenced by the position paper of the 
academies. Excerpts of the paper of the 
academies were introduced into a hearing 
on the topic “Beitrag zu Vielfalt und Qual-
ität im Journalismus leisten – Gemein-
nützigkeit von Journalismus anerkennen” 
(Making a contribution towards diversity 
and quality journalism – recognising the 
common benefit produced by journal-
ism)113 by the Committee for Culture and 
Media on 26th of February 2015 and quot-
ed in some of the statements.114

112 Cf. Wissenschaftsrat 2016.
113 Cf. Landtag NRW 2017.
114 Cf. Schraven 2015.

Regarding recommendation 7 
(2014): 26 foundations and associations 
made a call for committing to quality jour-
nalism.115 In doing this, they want to pro-
mote the debate on quality journalism and 
diversity of opinion in the face of trans-
formations in the media landscape and 
worsening working conditions of many 
journalists. They further want to motivate 
other foundations to participate as well – 
besides the direct funding of journalists 
also in the fields of “journalistic credibil-
ity”, addressing the lack of trust, increas-
ing appreciation, as well as research and 
demand analysis. Some foundations (for 
example Robert Bosch Stiftung) contin-
ue to be practically engaged in the field of 
science communication, others introduced 
new programmes – for example Volkswa-
genStiftung in the field of data journalism116 
and its connections with science. Volkswa-
genStiftung also granted three years worth 
of funding for a periodic conference on 
“Science, Journalism, and Data”. The ac-
tivities of netzwerk recherche on non-prof-
it journalism (https://netzwerkrecherche.
org/nonprofit/) as well as the “non-profit 
newsroom” correctiv (https://correctiv.
org/), founded in July 2014 and support-
ed by, among others, Brost-Stiftung and 
Rudolf Augstein Stiftung, also should be 
highlighted.117

Implementation and developments 
in the context of media:

Regarding recommendation 11 
(2014): A Science Media Center (www.
sciencemediacenter.de) embedded with 
Wissenschafts-Pressekonferenz, trade as-
sociation of about 220 science journalists, 
commenced active operations in the begin-
ning of 2016, with support by Klaus Tsch-
ira Stiftung.

115 Cf. Bundesverband Deutscher Stiftungen 2015.
116 VolkswagenStiftung 2015; Data journalism was 

explicitly mentioned as an innovative field in the 2014 
recommendations (p. 24).

117 https://correctiv.org/correctiv/foerderer/.
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Dr. Elisabeth Hoffmann TU Braunschweig

Prof. Dr. Otfried Jarren Universität Zürich

Prof. Dr. Carsten Könneker Karlsruher Institut für Technologie
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Prof. Dr. Martin Lohse Universität Würzburg
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Methodology and project progression

At the session of the standing commit-
tee of the National Academy of Scienc-
es Leopoldina at 04.12.2014, the project 
“Kommunikation zwischen Wissenschaft, 
Öffentlichkeit und Medien (Phase 2): 
Bedeutung, Chancen und Risiken der 
sozialen Medien” as proposed by acat-
ech – National Academy of Science and 
Engineering and the Berlin-Brandenburg 
Academy of Sciences and Humanities 
(BBAW) was approved.

Written expert opinions were obtained from
• Prof. Dr. Klaus Beck and Dr. Leyla Do-

gruel, FU Berlin, Institut für Publizis-
tik- und Kommunikationswissenschaft

• Prof. Dr. Henning Lobin, Universität 
Gießen, Angewandte Sprachwissen-
schaft und Computerlinguistik

• Dr. Jan-Hinrik Schmidt, Universität 
Hamburg, Hans-Bredow-Institut

The written expert opinions are published 
in: Peter Weingart, Holger Wormer, An-
dreas Wenninger and Reinhard Hüttl 
(Eds.): Perspektiven der Wissenschafts-
kommunikation im digitalen Zeitalter, 
Velbrück 2017.

Working group sessions, expert testimonies, 
and expert discussions

Two working group sessions, in conjunc-
tion with expert testimonies took place on 
22.06.2015 and on 18.12.2015, featuring 
the following persons and topics:

• Georg Dahm, Journalist Substanz-Ma-
gazin, Situation und Perspektiven des 
Wissenschaftsjournalismus

• Dr. Florian Freistetter, Independent 
blogger and author, Freie Blogosphäre

• Christian Herbst, Bundesministerium 
für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF), 
Politik

• Prof. Dr. Christian Stegbauer, 
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Fach-
bereich Gesellschaftswissenschaften, 
Internet-/Netzwerkforschung

• Prof. Dr. Johann-Dietrich Wörner, Eu-
ropean Space Agency (ESA), Manage-
ment level of science institutions

Further working group sessions took place 
on 20.04.2015 (Discussion Exposé, Meth-
odology, Planning expert opinions), and 
on 17.03.2016 (Workshop preparation on 
18.03.2016), on 07. and 08.06.2015 and 
on 14.10.2016 (Developing the position 
paper).

In addition the following expert discussions 
were held:

On the relationship between (science) 
journalism and PR on 27.10.2015 with Dr. 
Claudia Riesmeyer, LMU München, Insti-
tut für Kommunikationswissenschaft und 
Medienforschung.

On the future technological framework of 
digital media on 06.01.2015 with:

• Prof. Dr. Christoph Igel, DFKI
• Prof. Dr. Henning Lobin, Universität 

Gießen
• Prof. Dr. Christoph Meinel, Has-

so-Plattner-Institut

and on 21.03.2016 with Prof. Dr. Dirk 
Helbing, ETH Zürich, Computational So-
cial Science.
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On 18.03.2016 a public workshop titled “Bedeutung, Chancen und Risiken der sozialen 
Medien für die Wissenschaftskommunikation” took place in Berlin featuring the fol-
lowing programme:

Time Topics and speakers

09:00 – 09:30 Welcome and Introduction Speakers of the working group: 
Prof. Dr. Peter Weingart (Universität 
Bielefeld), Prof. Holger Wormer (TU 
Dortmund), Prof. Dr. Reinhard F. Hüttl 
(acatech)

09:30 – 10:00 Keynote speech on policy Dr. Daniela De Ridder (SPD-Bunde-
stagsfraktion, Mitglied Ausschuss 
für Bildung, Forschung und Technik-
folgenabschätzung)

10:00 – 10:30 Keynote speech on international research Prof. Dr. Axel Bruns (Queensland 
University of Technology, Brisbane, 
Australia)

10:30 – 11:30 Session I: „Social Media as Intermediaries in 
Science Communication“
Moderation: Holger Wormer 
• Presentation of expert opinions and theses 

(20 mins)
• Comments (5 mins each)
• Discussion (25 mins)

Dr. Jan-Hinrik Schmidt (Hans- 
Bredow-Institut Hamburg),
Prof. Dr. Hans Peter Peters (FZ 
Jülich and FU Berlin), Mirko Meurer 
(Science Media Center), Franz Ossing 
(Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum 
GFZ Potsdam)

11:30 – 12:00 Coffee break

12:00 – 13:00 Session II: „Economic perspectives of science 
journalism and science communication“
Moderation: Reinhard F. Hüttl
• Presentation of expert opinions and theses 

(20 mins)
• Comments (5 mins each)
• Discussion (25 mins)

Dr. Leyla Dogruel (FU Berlin)
Prof. Dr. Mike S. Schäfer (Universität 
Zürich), Martin Schneider (wpk),
Julia Wandt (Bundesverband Hoch-
schulkommunikation; Universität 
Konstanz)

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch break

14:00 – 15:00 Session III: „Future technological frameworks 
for digital media in public communication 
(with respect to channels particularly relevant 
for scientific topics”
Moderation: Peter Weingart 
• Presentation of expert opinions and theses 

(20 mins)
• Comments (5 mins each)
• Discussion (25 mins)

Prof. Dr. Henning Lobin
(Justus-Liebig-Universität Gießen)
Prof. Dr. Katharina Zweig (TU Kai-
serslautern), Dr. Anna Sauerbrey 
(Der Tagesspiegel), Henning Krause 
(Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft)

15:00 – 15:30 Coffee break

15:30 – 16:00 Visionary outlook Prof. Dr. Andreas Hotho
(Universität Würzburg)

16:00 – 17:00 Final discussion Moderation: Peter Weingart

A blog on the project „Science communication³“ (http://scilogs.spektrum.de/Wissen-
schaftskommunikation-hoch-drei/about-the-blog/) was used for discussing the expert 
opinions and theses of the working group.

On 01.12.2016 an expert discussion with Members of Parliament at the Parliamentary 
Committee for Education, Research, and Technological Impact Assessment and mem-
bers of the working group of the academies took place.

The position paper was adopted on 11.04.2017 by The Coordinating Committee of the 
National Academy of Sciences.
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Tables

Table 1: Development of circulation numbers “Knowledge magazines”118 

Title* / Quarter** 2/1998 2/2003 2/2008 2/2013 2/2016

Bild der Wissenschaft 106.283 89.096 94.262 65.442 62.407

Geo 462.458 413.793 346.840 235.131 186.956

Geo Special 123.176 103.914 120.706 96.012 54.846

National Geographic 267.880 
[2/2000]

244.274 179.303 121.354 102.971

P. M. 402.288 386.947 300.835 189.556 138.299

Psychologie heute 83.298 79.862 79.747 79.179 76.198

Spektrum der Wissenschaft 101.282 96.541 85.684 71.279 61.409

Sterne und Weltraum 13.290 18.910 20.688 18.114 17.515

ZEIT Wissen - - 67.055 71.985 63.129

* The numbers represent the sold copies declared by IVW (Total subscriptions + retail sales)
** In case no data was available for a quarter, the values were left empty or replaced with other values [Quarter is indicated in square 
brackets]

Table 2: Development of circulation numbers of selected weekly publications 

Title / Quarter 2/1998 2/2003 2/2008 2/2013 2/2016

Focus 594.416 539.405 477.201 279.228 241.827
(261.804 incl. E-Paper)

Der Spiegel 865.331 895.556 825.934 699.244 577.773
(603.728 incl. E-Paper)

DIE ZEIT 441.176 388.749 410.267 442.975 411.732
(435.302 incl. E-Paper)

* The numbers represent the sold copies declared by IVW (Total subscriptions + retail sales)

Table 3: Reach (Usage)* of Social Media services in Germany 2015 

Social Media service Total internet users** Internet users 14 – 29 years old

Online networks 
(incl. Facebook)

43 % 73 %

Twitter 7 % 13 %

Video platforms 62 % 86 %

Videos on Facebook 30 % 57 %

*based on “at least seldom use”.
** over 14 years
 Source: Tippelt/Kupferschmitt 2015, 443

118 The knowledge magazine of Süddeutsche Zeitung „SZ Wissen“ also had to fight heavily decreasing sales numbers in its 
short history, and was finally discontinued after only a few years (cf. wuv 2009).
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Register

altmetrics 40

echo chamber 23

filter bubble 24

gatekeeper 12

intermediaries 12

curation 12

social bots (chatbots) 37

Social Media 11

science communication 20
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